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ABSTRACT 
Each year there are aore than one million overseas students, 
world-wide, who are studying at the higher education level outside 
their own country. Since 1980s, a number of host countries'have taken 
steps to restrict or regulate overseas student numbers, but at the 
saae tiae soae other countries have •aintained open access to overseas 
students and have encouraged increased recruitsaent from overseas. So 
far, public funding is necessarily at the heart of public policy on 
overseas students. 
The econoaic considerations relating to overseas students may 
be from the perspectives of the host country or the sending country. 
The larger economic realities such as policies regarding fees for 
overseas students and costs and benefits to host cour>tries have 
received the bulk of attention. There is little attention to the 
detailed economics study of individual overseas students and their 
faailies. This study intends to fulfill this gap. 
The present study tries to find out the costs of Hong Kong 
overseas university education, including costs of tuition, costs-of-
living, costs of traveling and other costs, in the United Kingdom, 
Canada, Australia, United States and Taiwan. Attention will be paid 
to the apportioning of the cost burden among host country, home 
country and personal/fanily. 
The first part of this study will review the global trend and 
Hong Kong situation of overseas university education. In the second 
chapter, there is a brief review of policy and enrollment trends in 
five caajor host countries. And also I shall look at different ways to 
evaluate benefits and define overseas educational costs with reference 
to different perspectives of the host country and the sending country. 
The third chapter will provide a methodology of costing overseas 
education according to the ‘ingredients approach'. The fourth chapter 
will carry out a case study on Hong Kong in evaluating the economic 
costs resulting froo overseas university education from 1976 to 1986. 
In particular, the issue of the apportioning of the cost burden among 
host country, home country and individual student will be considered. 
The final chapter will analyze the cost data and provide a comparison 
of the unit costs of Hong Kong overseas university study in five major 
host countries - U.K., U.S.A., Canada, Australia and Taiwan； and will 
conpare these costs with the costs of local university education. 
Also results of the analysis and discussions on these results will be 
presented in this chapter. 
k 
There are six aajor conclusions in this study : (1) For all 
five host countries, the total costs are increasing over time; (2) 
for all host countries except Taiwan, the percentage share of tuition 
fees is increasing and the proportion of living costs also appears the 
highest over tine; (3) in Taiwan, the total costs are always much 
lower than the others. Also the Taiwan government shares ten to 
‘ ， ； 广 
twenty percent of total costs of overseas education; (4) the support 
of overseas students by the US has included several sources ： 
universities, private sponsors, and governnent. In contrast, the 
dominating supporter of overseas students in U.K., Australia, Canada 
and Taiwan is the central government; (5) the Hong Kong government 
only contributed a snail portion of funding in financing Hong Kong 
students in U.K. and very little in other c o u n t r i e s ; (6) 
approxiaately two-thirds to one hundred percent of thre overseas 
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CHAPTER ONE • 
OVERSEAS EDUCATION FOR HONG KONG STUDENTS 
1,1 Beview of the Situation : Global Trend and Hong Kong 
Situation 
At the end of the 1960s, approximately half a million 
students were enrolled in institutions of higher education outside the 
borders of their home country, as compared, for instance, with an 
estimated of 50,000 in 1925 (Myers 1972 P.3). In 1980 the total 
nuaber of overseas students worldwide has approached the million 
Bark, with 325,000 studying in the United States, 114,000 in France 
and 62,000 in the Soviet Union, the top three ‘receiving' nations 
(Altbach 1987 ). On the other hand, in the same year the great 
majority of all foreign students (about three quarters) came from 
developing countries. Over 8 out of every 10 of them were studying in 
North Aaerica, Europe and the Soviet Union (Coombs 1985). Tiny Hong 
Kong, which is one of the leading countries of origin, with near 
30,000 students in 1985 studying abroad, ranked in the list of top ten 
from 1975 to 1985 (UNESCO 1978/79, 1983, 1987). 
For many sending countries, they need a large amount of 
% 
foreign exchange to pay for the increasing outflow of students 
overseas. At the saae tiae, the majority of parents of privately 
sponsored overseas students are finding it increasingly difficult to 
meet the escalating costs of their children,s overseas education, 
particularly in the developed host countries of the West. Hence it is 
important to study the costs of overseas education in order to iaprove 
the efficiency and control the costs. 
For the case of Malaysian overseas education, it was 
estioated that approxinately Australian Dollar 1.7 billion flew 
annually out of the Malaysian econoay to neet the tuition and living 
costs of its overseas students. This coapared with the total 
budgetary allocation for Malaysia'e seven universities of A$ 1. 5 
billion over the period froa 1981 to 1985 (Soart 1988). It therefore 
constituted a significant budgetary constraint, affecting priorities 
in the education budget. Malaysia's national education systen could 
not satisfactorily provide all the country's educational and training 
needs, hence the Malaysian students study overseas. The transfer of 
resources abroad in this context would constitute a constraint on the 
national education system as well aa on the country's overall econoaic 
condition. 
The great aajority of overseas students (acre than two-third) 
caae froa developing countries in Asia, Africa and South America. The 
top five countries of origin, in descending order, were China, Iran, 
Malaysia, Greece and Morocco in 1985. Hong Kong is the top sixth 
2 
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country. However, if the total population is also taken into 
consideration, Hong Kong is the place having the second highest ratio 
of students per capita studying abroad. This is one of the reasons to 
choose Hong Kong as a case study of cost analysis for overseas 
education. The distribution of the leading countries of origin, with 
20,000 or aore students studying abroad and the ratios of students 
overseas to 1,000,000 population, are listed in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1 Overseas Students : Major Countries of 
Origin with over 20,000 Abroad and the 
Ratios of Students Overseas to 1,000,000 
Population in 1985 
Countries Overseas Students Per Total No. of Overseas 
Million Population Students 
Jordan 11,390 24,285 
Hong Kong (2) 5,500 29,673 
Greece 3,499 34,086 
Malaysia 3,072 40,493 
Morocco 1,618 33,094 
Iran 1,218 41,043 
Korea 540 22,468 
China 41 42,481 
Sources : (1) UNESCO 1987 Statistical Yearbook 
(2) Table 1.2 
In Hong Kong, there were only two institutions of higher 
education offering degree courses before 1984. Luk {1989 p.166) 
pointed out that for the thousands of students who desired tertiary 
education but were unwilling or unable to be admitted to one of the 
local universities, studying abroad was a popular choice. 
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The flow of Hong Kong students in the higher education level 
across international borders is increasing steadily and rapidly over 
the paat three decades. Aiiong those who have studied abroad, around 
99 percent have gone to United States, Canada, Australia, United 
KingdoB and Taiwan. A rough picture of the phenoaenon is displayed in 
Table 1.2. 
Table 1.2 Total Enrollments of Hong Kong Students 
in Courses of Higher Education and Further 
Education in Five Host Countries 
Host Countries Year 
1970 1975 1979 1985 
U.S.A. (1) 9,040 11,930 9,900 9,193 
Canada (1) 2,419 6,644 5,008 7,723 
Australia (1) 1,045 572 894 1,687 
U.K. (2) 2,072 4,434 6,954 6,935 
Taiwan (3) 2,500* 2,626 2,599 3,358 
Sub-Total 17,060 26,206 215,355 28,896 
Total Overseaa 
Student Population (1) 17,260 26,306 25,616 29,673 
Overseas Students of 
5 host countries 
aa X of total 98.9 99.6 98.9 97.4 
overseas student 
population 
拿 Estimated figures 
Sources ： (1) UNESCO Statistical XSAL ^Qok 1972 - 1988 editions 
(2) British Council Statistics qI Students froa Abroad 
in 血 Vnited Kingdom 1971 - 1985 editions 
(3) Bureau of Statistics Education Statistics ql the 
R印ublic Ql China 1973 • 1985 editions 一 
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Recently, the Hong Kong Government has had a plan to 
accelerate the growth of tertiary education. As a result, the 
governaent will face rising public cost to fund rapid development in 
tertiary education. The decisionaaker faces a set of alternatives 
from which choices aay be made, for instance, to provide more first-
degree places in local universities or to allocate more resources in 
supporting overseas students. Hence government should consider to 
compare the total costs of overseas university education and local 
university education - the cost of sending a student overseas or 
educating the student at home, in order to allocate resources to one 
with the largest effectiveness relative to costs. Lastly, the 
government oust compare costs and benefits for the allocation decision. 
The magnitude of Hong Kong's overseas student phenomenon, and 
thus its cost, should be issues of considerable concern to the Hong 
Kong society. In effect, for every one student studying a higher 
education course locally (total Hong Kong higher education population 
30,000) there were one being educated abroad (30,000) in the year 
1985/86. It is estimated that the majority of overseas students were 
supported privately by individual student or his/her family. If 
tuition fees and cost-of-living in 1985 reached US$ 10,000 for each 
overseas student per year, then Hong Kong overseas students would 
cause a total of roughly USS 300 Billion in foreign exchange loss in 
that year. 
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Another consequence of large flow of students studying abroad 
is an increase in emigration to the host countries of skilled labor as 
students adjust their status to that of iamigrant (Agarwal k Winkler 
1985). During the past three decades, overseas student migration to 
the developed host countries has increased rapidly. The annual 
average rate of non-returning students by country in U.S. ranged 
widely fron 4.25X to 62.62X between 1962 to 1976. For Hong Kong, the 
rate was 18.05X (Huang 1988). The overseas student's decision to 
establish permanent residency in host countries is essentially a 
nigration decision. This has been a perennial problem for many 
developing countries and has been criticized as a problem of brain 
drain by oany of sending governments. However, the problem of brain-
drain may affect the cost analysis of overseas education which will be 
discussed in chapter three. 
1.2 Importance of Coat Study of Overseas University Education 
According to the previous discussion, there are several 
reasons that cost study of overseas university students is a key issue 
in the overseas education : 
(1) Overseas students in higher education constitute the 
largest proportion of the overseas students. For 
exaaple, in 1984/85, aore than 93% of overseas students 
in America were studying in universities (IIE Open 
Doors 1985), and in Canada, 75X of all overseas 
6 
students were undergraduates in university (Overseas 
Students Trust 1987 Appendix D)； 
(2) to the host country, cost of subsidy to overseas 
students is undoubtedly the •ain reason for the full-
cost fees policy and government policy in restricting 
the number of overseas students; 
(3) to the sending country, the cost of overseas study •ay 
be seen as a kind of foreign exchange loss and is 
clearly a connection with the burden of private overseas 
student's family; 
and (4) to the sending governmental education policy, overseas 
study Bay connect with 'educational needs that cannot be 
•et at hone or which face pressure for openings in the 
universities. Policyaakers should recognize the costs 
of overseas university education in choosing whether to 
build new universities or to allocate more money in 
supporting overseas students. 
1.3 The Alas of this Study 
The specific aiis of this study are listed as follows : 
(1) to identify a conceptual fraaework wherein overseas 
education costs froa the perspective of sending country 
can be comprehensively described, evaluated and linked 
7 
for analytic purposes; 
(2) to carry out a case study on Hong Kong in evaluating 
the economic costs resulting froa overseas university 
education; 
(3) to compare the unit costs of Hong Kong overseas 
university study in five •ajor host countries - U.K., 
U.S.A., Canada, Australia and Taiwan; and coapare these 
costs with the costs of local university education. 
The above five host countries are chosen for this study 
because they are the aajor host countries for Hong Kong. In 
particular, each of the five countries is recently struggling with the 
issue of how to allow overseas students to bear an appropriate share 
of the coats of overseas education without diminishing access and 
opp>ortunity. 
For the purpose of this study, the university education is 
defined as the foraal full-tiie study of Bachelor degree courses in 
university. The students in the following first degree courses in 
further education institutes (Britain), post-secondary institutions 
(Canada), advanced education institutes (Australia), and conounity 
colleges (U.S.A.) are excluded in this study. 
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1.4 Sources of Data 
The information of Hong Kong overseas students in this study 
are drawn •ainly fro膽 the following official sources : 
(a) United Kingdom : British Council Statistics of students 
froB Overseas in the United Kingdoa, 
(b) Canada : Statistics Canada International Student 
Participation in Canadian Education, 
(c) Australia : Coaoonwealth Tertiary Education Comiission 
Triennium Rejcfirt, 
(d) United States : Institute of International Education 
Open Doors* 
(e) Taiwan : Bureau of Statistics Educational Statistics 
q1 iiie qL China. 
The above data was selected between the period from 1976 to 
1986. Sone characteristics of the Hong Kong student population in the 
five host countries will be identified, for example : 
(a) total nuaber of Hong Kong overseas university students 
in each host country; 
(b) number of Hong Kong overseas students at university 
first-degree level； 
(c) distribution of Hong Kong overseas university students 
9 
among different fields of study. 
Other iaportant sources of information about the tuition 
costs and cost-of-living are obtained froa the following sources : 
(a) United Kingdoa - Careers Research and Advisory Centre 
Graduate Studies, 
(b) Canada - Von Zur-Muehlen, Max Foreign Students in 
Canada and Canadian Students Abroad. 
(c) Australia - Hang Seng Bank University Guide qI Australia, 
(d) United States - Institute of International Education 
Costs &t ys Educational Institutions* 
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CHAPTER TWO 
MAJOR ISSUES RELATING TO COSTS OF OVERSEAS EDUCATION 
During the end of the 1970,3, uost Western European and North 
American governaenta concerned •uch on the high subsidy coats of 
overseas students froB host country and the rapid increase in overseas 
student enroll臞ent. Since then, a number of host countries have taken 
steps to restrict or regulate overseas student numbers, by aeans of 
quotas or differential fees. On the other hand, some other countries 
have •aintained open access to overseas students and have encouraged 
increased recruitment froa overseas. The first section of this 
chapter provides a brief review of policy and enrollaent trends in 
five host countries with different overseas student policy. 
Another central question is : Who will pay the costs and who 
will get benefits ？ Home and host countries are equally concerned with 
the same question, but they view it fron quite a different angle. The 
next two sections will exanine the issue of costs and benefits froa 
both perspectives of the sending and host countries. 
2.1 Overseas Student Policy in the Major Host Countries 
Policies of host governments play a crucial role in 
deteraining the number of overseas students, the costs of overseas 
study, and the openness of access to different levels and courses of 
study. Some countries were concerned that the growing numbers of 
overseas students would either displace hone students or distort the 
balance between hoae and overseas students in particular institutions 
or subject areas. Other countries were concerned that the flow of 
overseas students was, in effect, disguised iaaigration and would 
iapose burdens on the domestic labor aarket. A nuaber of the •ajor 
host countries have examined their policies relating to overseas 
students and several have iupleaented changes - usually in the 
direction of restricting access and raising costs. Britain is the 
•ost dranatic exanple. Canada and Australia have also looked into the 
costs and benefits of overseas students, and have either restricted 
access and/or increased costs. The United States does not have a 
'national' policy concerning overseas students. Taiwan has 
traditionally maintained a firm policy to recruit overseas Chinese 
students to higher education since 1951. 
(i) Britain's Full-cost Fees Policy 
In the early 19603, the total nuaber of overseas students 
studying in Britain universities was relatively 3臞all. At that tioe, 
British universities charged the same fees to all students, regardless 
of local or overseas. 
As the nuaber of overseas students grew, British Govemaent 
felt that it was imposing an excessive burden on the British taxpayer, 
12 
and introduced differential fees for overseas students in 1967. The 
fees were still substantially subsidized by British Government and the 
number of overseas students continued to grow until 1979 when there 
were about 88,000 overseas students (Williaas 1984). In the acadeaic 
year 1980/81 a further change was introduced, and all newly-recruited 
overseas students were required to pay fees which covered the 'full-
coat ' of their university education. Students fro_ the European 
CoMunity were exempted froa this rule and their nuaber was about 
4,000 in 1981/82 and 4,429 in 1984/85. However, Coaaonwealth 
Btudenta, such as students froa Hong Kong, were not exempted (Stewart 
1989 p279). 
In 1983, a series of ameliorative •easures was introduced to 
help overseas students froa CoBBonwealth countries. This became 
known as ,Py漏 Package', after the then Foreign Secretary, Francis Py». 
This consisted of an additional ^  45 Billion over a three-year period 
for scholarships of various types, including country-targeted scheoes. 
The •ain beneficiaries are students froa Malaysia, Hong Kong and 
Cyprus. The 'Pyn Package' also included an injection of ^ 100,000 for 
three years into the British CounciTs budget to finance a new unit 
concerned with the promotion of higher education overseas (UKCOSA 1986 
p.18). 
Britain's full-coat fees and targeted scholarship support had 
a considerable impact upon enrollment levels and patterns since 1980. 
Enrollment level of overseas students froa coMonwealth countries 
13 
dropped rapidly since the introduction of "fuJLl-cost•‘ policy in 1980. 
However it stabilized after 1984 -the introduction of "Pya Package" 
(Overseas Students Tnjst 1987). There is clearly a connection between 
governaent policy and trends in enrollment. Full-cost fees are 
undoubtedly the lain reason for the drop in deaand since 1980, just as 
the subsequent increase in scholarship provision has had sone positive 
influence on enrollaent. 
(ii) Canada's Foreign Student Policy Development 
Canada has no coaprehensive national policy on overseas 
students, since fees and adaiasions policies are a provincial, rather 
than a Federal Governaent responsibility. Fees are set either by 
provincial governments or by individual institutions under an overall 
funding fraaework established by each provincial governaent. 
Responsibility for providing financial assistance is shared: while the 
federal governaent is responsible for Bost of the official awards, a 
few provinces (aost notably Quebec) have initiated their own 
scholarship programs, and institutions invariably dedicate sone funds 
to overseas student support through both scholarships and research 
assistantshipa for graduate students (Holroyde 1986). 
Since 1976, seven of Canada's ten provinces have charged 
differential tuition fees for overseas university students. Overseas 
students have to pay fro. 1 and 1/2 to 13 ti.es the do.estic student 
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fee. The increase in fees has led to decline in overseas student 
丨 nuabers, particularly in Ontario and Quebec (Overseas Students Trust 
1987 Appendix D). 
In the late 1970s, overseas student issues have been given 
麵any attention in Canada, either in policy-making circles or in wider 
public debate. • 
Some criticisms claimed that overseas students were taking 
up as much as US$ 1 billion in educational facilities and causing 
thousands of Canadian students to be rejected from important courses. 
Other criticized that although students with visas might leave the 
country after graduation, they easily obtained landed-immigrant status 
and qualified for grants, scholarships, loans and other benefits 
originally set up for Canadian students. Some people became alarmed 
that most of the overseas students were enrolled in university courses 
such as engineering, medicine, computer science and mathematics, the 
courses aost vital to the future of Canada's economy (South China 
Morning post 29-12-1979, Hong Kong Standard 16-12-1979). 
Faced with rising educational costs and in response to public 
concern, nany provincial governments acted unilaterally in the late 
1970s and early 1980s by instituting differential fees for overseas 
15 
students. At the same tiie, the federal government tried to limit 
international student numbers in tertiary institutions and with strict 
quotas in popular prograuaa such as the health sciences and business ( 
TillBan 1986). 
In 1986, the report of Special Joint Committee of the Senate 
and House of Conaons on Canada's international relations , 
'Independence and Internationalism' was published. It contained a 
brief that overseas students constituted an important asset for Canada 
not yet sufficiently recognized in terms of iaprov ing trade 
opportunities, increasing cultural contacts and affecting overseas 
policy. It was recomnended that both the federal government and the 
provincial governnents prepare statements of goals and objectives as 
they related to overseas students in their respective areas. 
(iii) Australia's Private Full Pee Policy 
Up to 1974, private overseas students paid tertiary fees on 
the saae basis as Australian students. In that year, the Labor 
GovernBent under Whitlaa abolished fees for all students but imposed a 
quota of 10,000 for all overseas students in Australia. In 1979 an 
Overseas Student Charge (OSC) of around 25X of the .'full cost' of 
tertiary education was ioposed. This was to be collecited at the time 
of issue or renewal of the student visa. The OSC was introduced 
16 
because it was felt that Australia's policy on overseas students was 
not aeeting the country's foreign aid and foreign policy objectives 
(Lio 1989). 
All levels of the Australian education hosted some overseas 
students. The largest proportion of the overseas student population 
in Australia's universities was studying at the undergraduate and 
post-graduate levels. • 
In 1981, the Cotamonwealth Tertiary Education Commission of 
Australia estimated that overseas student numbers increased from about 
8,400 in 1980 to about 10,000 in 1981. It was believed that such 
nuobers could be accomaodated without displacing wel1-quali fied 
Australian students. In 1982, universities and colleges of advanced 
education reported that there were some 12,000 overseas students in 
higher education courses in Australia. In the event, the increase in 
overseas student numbers in the 1982-84 trienniuo has been much 
greater than that anticipated by the Commission. 
Overseas students usually tend to concentrate within a small 
nufflber of universities and in relatively expensive faculties. The 
Commission (1984 vol.1 part 1 par.4.61) has estimated the annual 
recurrent cost to the Australian Connonwealth Government of providing 
tuition for overseas students to be about AS 100 million. This figure 
• 
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includes equipoent and capital costs, the costs to higher education 
institutions enrolling overseas students. 
The issues surrounding the access of overseas students to 
tertiary education in Australia resulted in the establishaent of the 
CoBfflittee of Review of Private Overseas Student Policy in September 
1983. This conmittee produced its report (the Goldring Report) in 
March 1984, and its main reconmendations were that the Overseas 
t 
Student Charge should be continued and set at a third of educational 
costs for local student and that ； (1) the number of overseas 
undergraduate students enrolled in any tertiary institution should be 
limited to between 5 and 10 X of the total number of full-time 
undergraduate enrollments in that institution； (2) the naxiaum number 
of overseas undergraduate students enrolled in any one course in a 
tertiary institution should be limited to 25 X of the full-time 
enrollments in that course, and (3) the guaranteed student approval 
systeia, whereby overseas countries were given student quotas, should 
be abolished and the students admitted purely on academic merit. 
Three months later, in June 1984, another report the 
Cooaittee to Review the Australian Overseas Aid Program (the Jackson 
Report) was released. The Report Bade recooBendations on educational 
aid and the way Australia should deal with overseas 'students. Its 
» 
•ajor recoomendations include : (1) a vastly expanded scholarship 
program; (2) a different geographical and academic composition for the 
18 
scholarship scheae; (3) the developaent of overseas education as an 
export industry; (4) no conflict in having Australian educational 
expertise being used for aid and trade purposes. 
The Jackflon Report and the Goldring Report differed in their 
advice on how the Australian Governaent should treat overseas 
students. The Goldring CoBnittee argued for a subsidy for overseas 
students, on the grounds of the econonic, political and cultural 
benefits they bring to A u s t r a l i a , but the Jackson C o M i t t e e 
recoB^ended a shift towards full-cost fees, coabined with a selective 
scholarship policy, and vigorous efforts to proaote higher education . 
aa an export industry. 
After a period of consideration, the Australian Governaent 
introduced a new policy for overseas students in March 1985. It •ade 
provision for three standards of overseas students : 
(a) Governaent-sponsored students whose tuition was fully 
paid by the Australian Government out of the aid vote. 
(b) Private students who paid a proportion of the cost of their 
place but whose nuabers vere liiited by quota to an annual 
entry of 2,000 at the secondary and 1,500 at the tertiary 
level. 
(c) Full fee-paying private students should beyond the above 
quota. There were about 500 of these students in Australia 
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in 1986 (Coaaonwealth Secretariat 1986). 
In relation to point (b), subsidized .overseas students •ay 
enter Australian higher education institutions directly or froa 
Australian secondary level transferred to tertiary level, 
predoni^antljr higher education. 
The Overseas Student Charge was retained, and increased to 
cover 35X of full costs in 1986 and 45X in 1987 (Coaaonwealth Tertiary 
Education Coaaission 1981, 1984, 1987). 
Table 2.1 Tuition Pees for Overseas Students 
in Australian Tertiary Education 
(in Australian Dollars) 
1980 1984 1985 1986 1987 
Medicine 2,500 2,900 3,100 4,340 5,506 
Undergraduate 
Other 1,500 2,150 2,500 3,500 4,666 
Postgraduate Saae as undergrad 3,350 Saae aa undergrad 
Sources : (1) A.C.U. Bulletin q1 Current Docunentation 1985 no. 67 
p. 28 
(2) CoEuionwealth Secretariat 1986 Coaaonwealth Student 
Mobility Fifth Report Attachaent 1 
(3) Tracey 1986 “ Australia" edited by S. Shotnea in 
International Coaoarison in Overseas Student Affairs 
UKCOSA pp. 6-7 
Froa 1986, institutions are also able to offer overseas 
students places at full cost, either for courses specifically designed 
for thea or in noraal degree courses, within guidelines established by 
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the Government. As a result of the policy to allow entry of overseas 
private students who are willing to pay the full cost of their 
tuition, the Government estimated, for the export of Australian 
education services which, could be earning ASlOO aillion or sore in 
foreign exchange within three years (Coaaonwealth Secretariat 1986 : 
Co«aonwealth student Mobility Fifth Report). 
(iv) United States of America 
A»ong the advanced societies, the United State's share of 
overseas students haa steadily increased. Currently, it receives over 
one-third of all overseas students ( H E Open Doors various 
editions). 
Table 2.2 Percentage of U.S. Foreign Students to the 
World Total Foreign Students, Selected Years 
1978 1979 1983 1984 
X of World Total 31.3 34.2 30.8 36.9 
Sources : IIE Open Doors various editions 
In absolute nuibers, the United States led in enrollaents, 
reporting two and a half ti»e8 •ore overseas students than the Second 
highest host country, France (338,894 compared to 130,224) in 1983 
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(Open Doors 1986/87 Table 1.5). 
Aaong the leading host countries for overseas students, 
Aaerica is perhaps the only country which neither has nor is likely to 
have, a national centralized jwlicy to regulate their flow (Chishti 
1984). 
There are at least three reasons why the U.S. , despite 
predictions of the large nuaber of overseas students, has not shovn 
ita concern with the similar restrictive policy as other najor host 
countries have. First, although the nuaber of overseas students in 
the U.S. is Buch larger than that in any other country, overseas 
students aa a percentage of the total enrollaent wake up as a little 
over 2X, while in aost of the other host countries it ranges between 
5X to 20%. This •eana that in U.S.A. there is no significant 
"displacement effect", i.e., overseas students are not occupying ho_e 
student's positions in colleges/universities. Second, in the U.S.A. 
the tuition fee is relatively higher than that in Boat European 
countries, hence, subsidy is relatively low. Third, the projected 
declining enrolliaent of Auerican students is expected to widen the gap 
between the -arginal and average cost, and •ore overseas students can 
help to keep the gap low (Agarwal & Winkler 1985). 
The Aaerican overseas student policy is an open doors one. 
Recently, an eaphasis on the importance of American foreign policy of 
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scholarship diploaacy has led to the creation of new scholarship 
prograaaes, particularly for Central and Latin Aaerican. In 1984, a 
total of USS 742 •illion scholarship has been created to support about 
9,000 overseas students studying in the U.S. Budget proposals for 
1986 included substantial additional funds for educational exchange 
prograiuest especially through Agency for International Development 
(AID), because they have been seen as good investaents for the U.S. 
(Overseaa Students Trust 1987 Appendix D) 
(V) Political Consideration of Overseaa Chinese Education 
in Taiwan 
In Taiwan, the Overseas Chinese Affairs Coaaission (係棵衫潘） 
coordinates the pronotion of overseas Chinese culture and education 
and assistance for overseas Chinese students. The Governaent has a 
fir_ policy to help overseas Chinese to seek higher education in 
Taiwan since 1951 (Ministry of Education, the Fifth Education Report 
of the Republic of China). In recent years, the nuaber of overseas 
Chinese going to Taiwan for higher education has been on the rise. 
The Comaiasion takes care of the living and education problems of 
students froa overseas Chinese co_munities, keeps contacts with those 
students after their graduation, helps them set up aluani associations 
after they return to their overseas Chinese coBmunities, and assists 
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Unlike in aost other countries, acadeaic and living costs of 
overseas Chinese students in Taiwan are financed partly or wholly by 
Taiwan Government through the Overseas Chinese Affairs CoMission. 
The CoMission*s support is usually in the for^ of scholarships (froa 
NT$2,000 in 1962 to NT$5,000 recently) or aasistantships (froa NT$500 
in 1974 to NT$1,500 per Bonth recently) to cover living costs. This 
brings the total nuaber of overseas Chinese students who receive their 
aBsistantships fron the Coaaission to around 6,500 in the 1980a. For 
travel costs, overseas Chinese students supported by the Coaaission 
presumably get single ticket back to their countries. For each 
acadeaic year , the BaxiBum nunber of tickets provided is 200. 
Furthermore, the coaaission affords one-third of the insurance preaiua 
for the health service (Ministry of Education The Fifth Education 
Report of the Republic of China). The tuition fees say reduce to two-
third of the normal fees for overseas Chinese. The subsidized cost 
for overseas Chinese students in Taiwan for 1984 was NT$228 aillion, 
NT$246 Billion in 1985 and NT$268 Billion in 1986 respectively. 
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In fact, the vast majority of the overseas Chinese students 
studying in Taiwan were financed by Taiwan Government• 
Overseas Chinese students who decided to select Taiwan as 
their place of study have been increasing in numbers over the postwar 
period. There are four reasons for the Taiwan official policy to 
recruit overseas Chinese to study in Taiwan. First, after the 
Kuoaintang regime was forced to aove to Taiwan in 1949, the Taiwan 
Government needs to •aintain a Bodicun of political influence over 
overseas Chinese - for which purpose the contacts and goodwill 
provided by past study in Taiwan. Secondly, the overseas Chinese 
education can be seen as part of an 'anti-coMunisa* effort to promote 
the Three Principles of People Nationalisa, Democracy, and the 
People's Livelihood. The third reason for encouraging overseas 
Chinese students froa overseas to study in Taiwan is to increase their 
understanding of and a sense of belongingness to Taiwan. Through 
study in Taiwan, overseas Chinese nay build up connection with other 
overseas youngsters and local teenagers. In addition to the above 
reaflona, perhaps another reason for Taiwan as a aajor destination of 
overseas Chinese students is the increased political visibility of the 
Republic of China. Taiwan has sought to establish a political 
presence through the pronotion of overseas Chinese education (Liang 




2.2 Costs and Benefits of Overseaa Students fro_ the Perspective 
of the Host Country 
The econoaic considerations relating to overseas students Bay 
be in two folds : (1) lacroeconoBics and (2) •icroecono_ics view of 
overseaa study (Altbach 1989). The larger econo_ic realities such aa 
policies regarding fees for overseas students and costs and benefits 
to institutions have received the bulk of attention (The Right Mix : 
The Report of the Couission on Foreign Student Policy in Canada 1981, 
The Berendzen Report : Foreign Students and Institutional Policy 
U.S.A. 1982, The Goldring Report-Australia 1984, Coaaonwealth Student 
Mobility-CoBBonwealth Secretariat 1984, 1985, 1986). The 
•icroecono^ic3 of overseas study concerns the detailed econonica of 
individual overseas students and their fanilies. 
Study abroad today is a big business. There are about a 
Billion students in tertiary education studying in a country other 
than their own. Beyond that, there are •any •ore students at 
secondary level, short language courses, coBBercial programs, 
industrial training and the like who do not get counted in the higher 
education figures. The British Governaent estiaated the net cost of 
subsidizing overseas students by the British Government in higher and 
further education to be between^ 110 Billion and£l30 •illion in 1978-
1979 (Williams 1982 p.54). Blaug (1981) argued that the long-run 
•arginal costs of overseas students subsidized by British Governnent 
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were close to the average costs for all students, since overseas 
students tended to be concentrated in high cost courses in science and 
technology. He estiaated the total net cost of subsidy for all 
overseas students from British Government in 1979-1980, before the 
introduction of full-cost fees, to be J： 200 Billion. 
In Australia, the Goldring Comaittee estimated that the net 
cost of subsidizing overseas students, after allowing for payment of 
the overseas student charge, was about A$70 •illion in 1983. Throsby 
(1986) used a different aethod of calculating costs, but arriving at a 
fliailar estimate. 
Winkler (1984) estiaated that the subvention in California 
fro_ state to overseas students was between US$36 •illion and US$55 
•illion in 1978. He also projected the total subvention would reach 
USSlOO •illion in 1990. 
Recently, WilliajBS (1987) estiaated that the total amount of 
educational expenditure of global overseas students in host countries 
including living costs and travel 麵ay well add up to£8,000 Billion or 
US$12,000 •illion. 
On the benefit aide, Mace (1987) reappraised the costs and 
benefits of overseas students. He gave greater weight to the benefits, 
both educational and economic, of recruiting students froa abroad. 
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Rough estimates suggested that overseas students in Britain •ight 
spend nearlyxl billion a year which makes a significant contribution 
to the balance of payments, and boosts eaploynent in the host country. 
In fact, that the introduction of full-cost fees in Britain led to 
,buy British laat, Cajipaign in Malaysia was a powerful reminder of the 
indi rect links between overseas students and foreign trade 
Furthermore, at a tiae of declining domestic demand, overseas students 
would enable institutions to •aintain their size and to reap economies 
of scale. 
In Canada, The Ontario Federation of Students stated that 
contributions to the Canadian economy Bade by overseas students •ay 
range between C$363 •illion and C$454 Billion, excluding tuition. 
Tuition expenditures light add another C$200 •illion or sore to this 
figure. A precise accounting of expenditures by overseas students 
would also have to take into account several additional factors, such 
aa purchases by faaily and friends while visiting Canada (Holroyde 
1986). 
Chishti (1984) in his article atteapted to analyze the 
econonic costs and benefits of educating overseas students in the 
United States. According to his analysis the total tuition revenues 
paid by overseas students were about 37X of the total U.S. coats 
involved in their education for 1980/81. The resulting benefits over 
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average coat was around US$1,200 Billion. Furtheraore, estimates of 
long-run net •arginal benefits over aarginal costs was US$2,000 
Billion. 
2.3 Coat and Benefit Aoalysis froa the Perspective of Sending 
Country 
(i) Coat Analysis 
Econoaists have a nuaber of ways of examining costs. 
Different types of analyzing require different neaaures of cost and 
different analytical techniques. Because of the interest in cost 
analysis, educational cost studies have increased in number, 
particularly within the World Bank (1978), and UNESCO (1972). They 
have together developed •ethodological guidelines for the estination 
and analysis of costs in education projects and have couissioned 
aeveml case studies of educational costs. A nuober of aethodologies 
of cost analysis in educational planning have also appeared in recent 
years (Cooaba k Hallak 1987丨 Tsang 1988, Woodhall 1987a) • 
This section looks at different ways in defining overseas 
educational costs with reference to the economic approach of cost 
concept (Saauelson k Nordhaus 1985). 





simply represents total cost divided by the total number of students. 
An important question about the .easureBent of unit cost is 
the difference between the unit coat i>er overseaa student and per 
returned overseas graduate. Since an overseas student .ay decide to 
regain abroad after study, it will be a loss to the sending country, 
and the unit cost froa the perspective of the sending country has to 
be adjusted accordingly. 
Suppose, for example, that the total cost of educating N 
OTerse&B students is TC, then the unit cost per overseas student would 
b€ : 
AC - TC X 1/N (1) 
If the aeasureaent of unit cost changes to the basis of per 
returnee, then : 
AC. = TC X 1/N, (2) 
where N, be the nuaber of returned overseas graduate. 
In this case, the value of unit cost will depend on the rate 
of returnee. Differences between AC and AC, lay be significant if 
•any overseas students decided to stay peraanently in the host 
country. 
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The marginal cost of overseas student is the cost of 
producing one extra overseas student. It is the extra cost incurred 
when total nuaber of overseas students is increased by one. Fron the 
perspective of the sending country, as each overseas student studies 
abroad, the extra unit of cost is the same in each case. Hence, 
narginal coats are equal to average coats froa the view point of 
Bending country. However, froa the perspective of the host country, 
•arginal cost of supporting one extra student from overseas may be 
•uch lower than the average cost in providing a university place, 
particularly if there are enpty seats in classrooms - would depend 
upon whether the student selects high deaand or low demand field. 
(b) Private vs Social - Private costs represent the cost to the 
individual or his faaily. Private coats of overseas student include 
both direct monetary expenses for tuition, textbooks, travel costs and 
I other aaintenance items, and indirect cost of students) time measured j 
by the foregone earnings in eoployiaent. The private costs of overseas 
education aay be reduced through financial support in the form of 
grants, bursaries, scholarships or loans from both the hone and host 
governaents. 
Private costs of overseas education are important to 
consider not only because they constitute a significant part of the 
I. 
real cost of overseas education, but also because they can affect the 
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|u.K.I at hone, or in Taiwan will be affected by the private costs of 
education when choosing to study in these countries. 
On the other hand, social coats represent the cost to the 
m • 
economy aa a whole. The total cost of the resources that society 
devotes to overseas education includes the cost of tuition fees, cost-
-of-living, traveling expenses and foregone earnings of overseas 
|atudent8. Expenditure on scholarships or bursaries from native 
icountry should not be included in the estimate of the social costs of 
i • 
iDverseaa education, since this represents a transfer payment, which 
暴transfers •onetary resources fron the government to the faaily in the 
|hoBe country. If it was included, there would be double counting. 
The difference between private and social costs of overseas 
feducation depends on the extent to which individual students or their 
m 
m 
ffaai1ies are subsidized by other menbers of society, either by means 
scholarships that cover all or part of tuition fees and living 
Iscats. Although scholarships constitute a transfer payment and 
|therefore are not included in social costs, the level of expenditure 




1(c) Capital vs Recurrent - Recurrent costs, as the tera implies, 
recurs regularly and covers expenditure on goods and services that 
•re iamediate and short-lived. Thus, expenditure on consuaable goods, 
such as materials and salaries, is classified as recurrent 
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expenditure. 
Capital costs or expenditure includes the purchase of durable 
assets, such aa buildings or equipment, that are expected to yield 
benefits over a longer period. In practice, the usual convention is 
to lake one year the accounting period, and thus goods or services 
used up within one year are regarded as recurrent costs. 
In the case of overseas students, the host country usually 
estiiates the recurrent costs of providing higher education to 
overseas students without including the capital costs. Thus, cost-
of-living, traveling expenses may be treated as recurrent costs. 
(d) Direct vs Indirect - The word 'direct* is used to indicate 
that these costs are spent directly by students on such iteas as 
tuition fees, cost-of-living, traveling expenses. These costs are 
directly attributable to overseas education. 
Direct costs for overseas education receive aost attention 
froa host and sending countries because the figures are fairly 
important. To the host country aide, direct costs of overseas 
students would contribute to a net incoae in educational and related 
services. Such spending also affects the level of overseas fee for 
overseas students. To the sending country side, direct coats of 
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Overseas education represent a substantial financial burden for the 
i^ hole society. For oany developing countries, the costs in terms of 
currency outflow are very high. The previous figures for Malaysia are 
instructive in this respect. Malaysia transferred abroad each year a 
total of AS 1.7 billion to aeet the cost of students overseas - 50X by 
the government and 50X by private individuals. This coapares with the 
total budgetary allocation for Malaysia's seven universities of A$ 1.5 
billion between 1981-1985. It therefore constitutes a significant 
budgetary constraint, affecting priorities in the education ,budget. 
The indirect cost is the tine of overseas students, which is 
measured in terns of the earnings foregone by students when they 
choose to enroll in overseas education rather than seek paid 
lenployoent in the home country. The opportunity cost of overseas 
4education can be neasured in terms of the cost to the individual or to 
society as a whole. For the primary purpose of this study is to 
coopare the costs of overseas education in different host countries, 
the foregone earnings of overseas student •ay treat as the sane for 
all. But foregone earnings would be the saiDe if student studied at 
hoae. 
Since tertiary education is a costly enterprise, to judge 
the appropriateness of a particular level of public expenditure to 
local university education and overseaa university education would be 
extremely important. The relevant coat concept of overseaa students 
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froB the perspective of send in jt country should be averauge cost ^ t JQ^ 
ptry^inal coat or otherwise. Also the purpose of this study is to find 
put the total coats involved in the education of individual overseas 
imiveraity atudent fro_ sending; country 二 Hong Konjg M 费 caae» hence 
averaute coat jj applied. As in all cost analysis, the cost ingredients • 
and value of all possible costs would be identified in an appropriate 
framework for subsequent analysis. The next chapter will atteapt to 
assess total costs for overseas university education. 
t 
(i i) Benefit Analysis 
New ski lis and knowledge gained as a result of overseas study 
is one of the key benefits. In many cases, the home country does not 
have the necessary facilities to train students at home, and overseas 
study has an obvious advantage (Altbach 1989). 
Another benefit of overseas education is the overseas 
students ‘ incremental output, in other words, the incremental 
earnings. The individual's increaental earnings represent the added 
social value generated by investaent in his overseas education. Thus 
a better educated, and therefore •ore productive, overseas graduate 
will receive a higher wage than a local •atriculant. 
% 
Totineh and Harris (1984) in their article found that the 
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overall expected private rate of return of overseas students in 
Australia was 51X. As regards qualification, the first degree student 
had the highest rate (822) followed by doctoral degree student (41X); 
and the rate for saster degree student was 32X. 
Hossain and Crialer (1984) attempted to evaluate the 
perceived economic benefits associated with an overseas degree in 
Bangladesh. The findings showed that the students perceived overseas 
degrees could improve their lifetime earnings. , 
Chung (1990) used samples of male university graduates from 
Hong Kong 1986 by-census data and found that the returned overseas 
graduates and local graduates earned an average of HK$ 11,044 and HK$ 
11,067 per aonth respectively. This indicated that the difference of 
earnings between overseas and local university graduates was small and 
Bay be assumed to be the same. Another study by Wong (1990) estimated 
that the private rate of return of university education in 1986 was 
27X. But the cost of overseas university education was probably 
higher than the cost of local university education, which may result 
in the private rate of return of overseas university education being 





COST AJMLYSIS FOR OVERSEAS EDUCATION 
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OP SENDING COUNTRY 
Because of the increasing financial constraints on 
educational investment, sending countries are not only searching for 
alternative ways of financing overseas education, but they are also 
paying closer attention to the coats of educational investment and 
attempting to reduce unit costs on overseas education. This chapter 
looks at different vaya of defining, .eaauring, and analyzing overseas 
educational costs. 
3.1 The Problea 
What is the proble. of the "costs" of overseas education fro. 
the perspective of the sending country ？ The first obvious proble. is 
that the overseas students would face the high cost of studying 
overseas due to the aharply increased tuition fees and other essential 
atudent coats in the host country. In the area of supporting overseas 
students, a high proportion of overseas students were financed by 
their ovn or family help, financial support has a pivotal role in 
facilitating access to a particular boat country. Such financial 
卯pport will therefore help to attract •ore overseas students to study 
in a particular host country. Apparently, the transfer of financial 
burden on which side depends on the overseas students policies of hone 
and host countries. Second, there is the problen relating to "brain 
drain". The native country has invested in the student'a 
earlier education through public money but the aigrating overseas 
student carries with hia the benefit of this investment. Then the 
investment haa been lost fro^ the native country and the benefits of 
which accrue only to the emigrants who live in another country. If 
the non-return rate of overseas students is high, the cost of non-
returnees haa to be taken into account. Brain drain is an important 
factor in affecting the cost calculation. Hence the cost of overseas 
education haa to be adjusted for the problea of brain drain. 
Student abroad is a special type of international aigrant, 
particularly those who reaain abroad after study. In 1984, Aaerican 
colleges and universities enrolled about 200,000 Asian students. It 
was estimated that about one-third of then would stay in the United 
States by "arrying Aaerican citizens, obtaining imnigrant visas based 
on skills or family relationships, or siaply staying on illegally 
after the expiration of their student visas • This problea was 
particularly serious for Taiwan, where it was reported that only 13.2 
percent of soae 80.000 students who went to the United States froa 
1950 to 1983 have returned (Carino 1987 p.413). 
The third issue related to the costs of overseas study is 
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currency outflow. For saiiy sending countries, sharp increases of 
nuaber of overseas students and the escalating costs of overseas 
education would iaply that there is a Baasive outflow of funds fro^ 
the sending country to cover the cost of its overseas students. Thus 
represents a net loss of foreign exchange froa the sending country to 
the host country. Hence, it is inportant to understand and analyse 
the total costs of overseas students. For exaaple, it was estimated 
that approxinately Australian Dollar 1.7 billion flew annually out of 
« 
the Malaysian economy to •eet the tuition and living costs of ita 
overseas students. 
3.2 Cost Analysis of Overseas Education 
Before studying the costing of overseas education, it is 
necessary to provide a brief discussion of the •ethodology of costing. 
In practice, what educational costs should be neasured 
depends on the decision context in which the cost aoalysis is 
perforaed. In general, four key issues on educational costs are 
considered : (1) the total costs required, (2) distribution of the 
cost burden, (3) the choice ajwng different ways of analysis, and (4) 
the cost implications. 
In order to answer the above questions, it is first necessary 
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to ascertain the cost of a prograa in tens of value of the resources 
that were used. To do this, the 'ingredients aodel, (Levin 1983) 
•ay be adopted here to i d e n t i f y all of the ingredients that are 
required for overseas education. Once these ingredients are 
specified, a value is placed on each of thea. When values of all the 
ingredients are added, the total cost of the prograa is established. 
Subsequent analyses can divide costs according to who pays the^ and 
how the cost burden is distributed aaong the sponsoring agency, 
funding agencies, and clients. 
The first step according to this approach is to identify the 
key ingredients of overseas education. They are as follows : (1) 
tuition fees, (2) living costs, (3) traveling expenses, and (4) other 
costs. Then the 卯膽 of all the ingredient costs is the total cost for 
a student studying in overseas. 
The second step is to distribute these costs of overseas 
students to those who pay for then. That aeans each ingredient is 
paid by someone, and each stakeholder is identified. 
In this study, the purpose is to consider the sharing of the 
cost burden a«ong host countries, sending country and the private 
family. Hence the cost burden can be analyzed anong three 
constituencies or stakeholders, (1) host country, (2) sending country 
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and (3) personal/family. As suggested by Levin, a worksheet will be 
used to list all ingredients, according to the categories set out in 
the previous paragraph (table 3.1). The cost of each ingredient for 
each constituency will then be eati.ated. This approach identifies 
the costs of Monetary value for host and sending societies. 
Table 3.1 Worksheet for Estimate Costa 
of Overseas Education in a 
Particular Year froa the 
Perspective of Sending Country 
Cost Ingredients - 二 二 丄 二 二 : 丄 二 二 
Costs to Costs to Costs to 
Total Sending Host Private/ 






Total Ingredient Cost 
Transfer Payaent 
Net Coat to Various 
Constituencies 
All data of overseas education were collected on four •ain 
components of cost : tuition fees, living costs, traveling expenses 
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and •iscellaneous costs; and three sources of financing : sending 
country, boat country and personal"a^iIjr• To illustrate the 
approach, table 3.1 presents cost and sources of financing for 
overseas education. The left colujin of the table identifies the cost 
coBponents while the top row identifies the sources of financing. 
3.3 Costa of Qveraeaa Education 
There are three iaportant ingredients of overseas educational 
costs. 
(i) Tuition Pees _ First are the costs of direct .onetary 
expenses for tuition fees, union fees or charges for laboratory use 
etc. These costs vary according to courses of study and different 
kind of aectora in host country. For example, overseas students in 
the United States .ay face extre-ely high tuitions, ranging as high aa 
US客 12,000 for those who study in expensive private colleges 
(Johnstone 1990 p.12). If in the public sector university, the 
out-of-state tuition -ay be lower to US$ 3,200 (Central Staff Office 
of Institutional Research 1988). For Britain, the university tuition 
fee for all overseas students wa3 the sa-e, that is, ：^  4,055 for arts 
•ajor, £ 5,285 for science and:f 9,695 for -edicine in 1988/89 ( CRAC 
1990). 
To estimate the average tuition fees in the situation of 
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United States ia not easy, there are over three thousand public and 
private colleges and universities. And also the variations in 
institutional practices in dealing with specific budget iteas, the 
tuition fees Bay diversify in broad range. Another difficulty ia the 
distribution of overseas students in public and private institutions 
varied widely froa state to state. For these reasons, it is iaportant 
to explore ways to siiplify the situation. It •ay first find out the 
overall distribution of overseas students in public and private 
institutions, then determine the range of out-of-state tuition fees 
for public and private institutions respectively. Lastly, •ultiply 
the ratio of overseas students in public and private institutions 
with corresponding range of out-of-state tuition rates. The final 
results will be treated bls the eatinated range of overall tuition fees 
of overaeaa students in United States universities. 
(“） Living Costs - Second are the costs of student living, 丨 
represented by the students' expenditures for roon, board, and other 
noraal living coats, plus those expenditures that are occasioned by 
the demands of study, as in books, laboratory equipment, and 
transportation between residence and university caiipus. These costs 
vary according to whether the student lives in hall of residence or 
self-catering flat, aa veil as the prevailing living standards for 
students. In France and Germany and all of the socialist countries, 
living cost can be artificially low because of government subsidies of 
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-student laeals, dormitories, and other expenses. 
For individual host country, living costs also vary in 
different regions between urban and nonnetropolitaii areas. Hence to 
estimate the cost-of-living expenditures of overseas students in each 
country is not easy. For exanple, overseas students in the United 
States may be based on the recoBiaended Monthly Maintenance Rates for 
each academic year produced by I IE. The Monthly Maintenance Rates are 
« 
based on Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates of intermediate-level 
I faaily budgets and comparative indices on prices in selected urban 
areas, with adjustments to reflect inflation and special overseas 
student need (I IE Costs at US Educational Institutions). 
9 
Another example of the estimated living costs of overseas 
students in Britain was surveyed by British Council in 
September/October of each year. It is assumed that the expenditures 
of students between universities and further education institutions, 
urban and rural areas are the same. 
While a student studies in his/her own country, the costs of 
room and other basic living expenses that would be incurred as the 
incremental cost from the faaily expenditure. But if study abroad, 
the total costs of living should not be aeasured as marginal costs but 
% 
as total average costs. In other words, the appropriate total 
private-borne costs on overseas education are clearly the total amount 
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of tuition and cost-of-living. 
(iii) Traveling Expenses - The third costs to be considered should 
be travel coats. The travel costs usually refer to single air ticket 
in econony fare to host country. These costs generally vary according 
to the distance between the sending country and the host country. 
However these costs are for new entrants only and relatively 
insignificant compared to other costs. 
There are other costs involved in dealing with overseas 
education, such as administrative costs or preaiua for health 
aervicea. Soae of these coats are borne either by. host country or by 
the inatitutions. The estiaates of these costs to the institutions 
or sending country are not easily available. However these costs are 
i i 
relatively insignificant coapared to other costs. 
3.4 Cost to Each Constituency 
Another key issue to consider ia the cost to whoa. That is 
to know not only the total cost of each ingredient, but who will pay 
for it M o n g such constituencies aa the sending country government, 
the host country government or the faaily, and so on. If we assume 
that the host country will be laking the decision, it is likely to 
consider only its share of the cost burden in providing educational 







contrast, the overseas students that fully cover the costs will be 
•o8t concerned about the costs to the^. Indeed, both costs and 
effects should be viewed froa the perspective of different 
conatituenciea that have a stake in the outcoae. For this reason, we 
•ust estimate not only the total ingredients cost of overseas 
education, but also the cost to each constituency or ,stakeholder, 
(Levin 1983). 
參 
Allocation of overseas education costs aaong different 
constituencies m&j be classified under three Bain headings. 
⑴ Host Country - Froa the perspective of host country, the 
co8ta of public funded university education are' aainly financed by 
tuition fees paid by individual students and by governaent subvention 
to institutions. These are the costs that would appear in an 
institution'3 operating budget. 
In the case of Britain, the government subventions channeled 
through the University Grants Coaaittee, the Department of Education 
and Science and Local Authorities. Before 'full-coat' fees were 
introduced, the British government's opinion waa that tuition fees 
paid by overseas students were leas than the total cost of their 
education and the difference between the fees and the full costs 
represented the subsidy. British government estiaated the aaount of 
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subsidy for 1979/80 to be ^  110.6 aillion calculated at Noveaber 1979 
prices. The figure was about i 160 aillion in 1981/82 and t170-175 
aillion in 1982/83 (Overseas Students Trust 1982 para. 3.11-16). 
The Australian Coinonwealth Tertiary Education CoBnission 
estimated that the recurrent cost of providing higher education to 
overseas students in 1982 was about AS 90 aillion. If account was 
also taken of the demand which overseas students make on other 
resources, including equipment and capital costs, the naj^ional costs 
to institutions of overseas student participation in Australian higher 
education would exceed AS 100 million a year (Commonwealth Tertiary 
Education Conoission Report for 1982-84 Trienniua vol. 4 Appendix 
10). 
‘ Another form of host government expenditure on overseas 
students is via government awards schemes. The different awards 
schemes cover very different items of expenditure. Some, like the 
British Overseas Research Students Awards Scheme, cover only the 
tuition fees. Others are British Council Scholarships and 
Fellowships Schemes covering the whole of the tuition fee, cost-of-
living, certain allowances (for wara clothing, local travel, etc. ) and 
travel to the U.K. Approxiaate suos expended under different schemes 
in 1982/83 totalled to sone ^ 4 8 Billion (Overseas Student Trust 1982 
para. 3.19-21). 
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In Canada, acadeaic awards for overseas students are 
available froa Canadian governnent sources. The federal government 
offers several scholarship programs, including the Government of 
Canada Awards, Comoonwealth scholarships and other awards offered 
through Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) and the 
International Developaent Research Centre (IDRC). In addition, 
several provinces maintain scholarship prograas (Holroyde 1986). In 
the year 1985/86, near CNS 6 Billion of Canadian and Commonwealth 
scholarship were allocated to overseas students in Canada.' 
Table 3.3 Canadian and Commonwealth Scholarship 
(CNS million) 
Year 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 
Scholarship 
Prograos 3.84 4.20 4.09 4.40 5.96 
Source : Statistics Canada 1987 Canada Yearbook 1988 Table 21.14 
The other source of financial support for overseas students 
from host country by university funding or foundations. For example, 
in US, large amounts of noney have been spent by Asia Foundation, Ford 
Foundation, Luce Foundation, and others to support overseas students 
in US universities. In the year of 1985, the financial support for 




•illion and USS 3.2 Billion respectively (Orleans 1988 Table 5-4). 
Another exa.ple of financial support ia froa UK/HK scholarships 
coMittee that offers scholarships to Hong Kong students who study in 
the United Kingdoi. The value of awards would cover tuition fees, 
living coats and travel coats for the entire duration of the course of 
ntudy. In each year, about：^ 25 thousand is spent on the provision of 
acholarahipa to overaeaa students fro. Hong Kong (Hong Kong 1990, 
UK/HK Scholarships CoMittee Inforaation Note 1988). 
In •oat host countries, overseas students are not allowed to 
taJce up any e.ployent. The host governaenta usually require students 
fro_ other country to have sufficient financial resources to cover 
tuition and •ainten助ce costs. Hence, in principle, overseas atudenta 
are not allowed to work in part tine in host country to finance their 
studies. 
(ii) Sending Country - For .any sending countries. aending 
students abroad for degrees and research opportunities is a part of 
nation's policy to upgrade the educational system and provide the 
nation .ith the Professional -anpower necessary to •eet the goals of 
industrialization and -oderoization. Hence the sending country 
govern遍抑t would offer official sponsorship for students to study 
abroad. For example, the a.ount of funding fro. the Chinese 




fron US$ 7.7 •illion in 1980 to US$ 22.3 Billion in 1985 (Orleans 1988 
Table 5-4). 
In Australia, Malaysia transferred abroad each year a total 
of A$ 1.7 billion to •eet the cost of students overseas. About half of 
thia was spent by the Government sponsoring Malaysian students 
overseas and the rest by private individuals (Smart 1988). 
Apart froa the official governmental support, various 
organizations, firas, professional associations and individuals would 
alao donate funds in offering bursaries and scholarships to overseas 
students to study abroad. Noraally, the award of scholarships and 
bursaries are baaed on acadeaic Berita. 
In the case of Hong Kong, Sir Edward Youde Memorial Fund 
Council finances outstanding Hong Kong students for overseas study. 
The value of the award .ay cover tuition fees, cost-of-living and 
traveling expenses. During the period 1987/88 to 1989/90, 
scholarships totalling HK$ 6.8 .illion were paid to Hong Kong students 
for overseas study (Hong Kong 1988, 1989, 1990). 
(iii) Personal/faiiily - The third sources are fro. the atudenta or 
parents, through depletion of savings, loans or other sources to 
cover the costs of student living and tuition. 
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In the area of supporting overseas students by 
personal/faaily source, the picture appears to have changed in the 
direction of a higher proportion of self-financed overseas students 
since 1970. In the caae of the United States, it is revealed that 
two-third of overseas students were financed by their own or family 
resources in 1975/76 and the proportion of overseas students increased 
steadily to 72X in 1985/86 ( H E 1975/76 and 1985/86). 
I 
In some cases, subsidy to the costs of overseas students are 
shared between host and sending countries. Both countries make 
contributions to cover the costs of studying overseas through direct 
grants, scholarships or fellowships to the institution or to the 
student. This category of cost would be distributed back to the host 
country and sending country respectively. 
To take an example, in 1983，a grant scheme funded by equal 
contributions from the Hong Kong and United Kingdom Governments to 
subsidize Hong Kong students on first degree or Higher National 
Diplona Courses in the UK was established. This grant helps Hong Kong 
students in UK to meet the difference in tuition fees between hone and 
overseas students. The DaxinuEB coiaaitnent accepted by the two 
governments was 《3.Bmillion for the first two years of operation, 
rising toe4 million for 1985/86 (UPGC Secretariat 1986). 
ft 





ANALYZING COST OF HONG KONG OVERSEAS STUDENTS 
i 
The general o v e r v i e w of the Hong Kong overseas student 
c population shown in table 1.2 depicts the enoraous increase in the 
I overseas student numbers during the 15-year period 1970-1985, which 
1 rose by •ore than 1.7 tines. In the same period, the costs in 
supporting an overseas student increased every year. Particularly, 
4 the policy of full-cost/non-subsidized tuition fees for overseas 
Btudenta influenced the final destination of overseas study. This 
I chapter describes the cost of Hong Kong overseas university education, 
including costs of tuition, costs-of-living, costs of traveling and 
I liacelUneous costs, in the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, United 
I states and Taiwan. Attention will be paid to the apportioning of the 
�> cost burden among host country, home country and personal/family. 
I 4.1 Britain 
_ The enrollnents of Hong Kong students continued to increase 
I even in the year 1980- the introduction of "full-cost" policy. There 
nay be two reasons for the phenonenon : the demand for university 
education in Hong Kong was high, and there was special financial 
I arrangement by the British Governaent and Hong Kong Government to 
I subsidize the fees. 
From the distribution pattern of Hong Kong students (see 
I table A3 in Appendix A), most Hong Kong students were in engineering 
I , 
and technology, in social, adainistrative and business studies, and in 
science. These three subject areaa always constituted over 70X of all 
students. The total percentage of student population w&s •uch lower 
in agriculture, forestry and veterinary science, languages and 
literature, and education. 
It ia interesting that, the percentage share of students in 
education increases rapidly froa 6.3X in 1980/81 to 23X in 1984/85. 
Probably, a degree in education has a ready •arket value for the Hong 
Kong students. Kinnell (1988 pp 129-130) pointed out that individual 
universities had developed their own links with specific country : for 
exaaple, Nottinghaa'a School of Education with Hong Kong. 
The overall pattern of Hong Kong students certainly confiras 
the point Bade by Oxenha. (1981) in respect of the developing 
countries that students go to Britain .ainly to pursue developaent-
oriented applied studies rather than arts and pure science. 
Table 4.1 Unit Coats of a Hong Kong Student 
in British University, Selected Years (f) 
_ 1976 1981 1986 
Tuition Pees (1) 320 2,857* V o o l V 
Living Costs (2) 1,500 2,900 4,075 
Traveling Expenses (3) 1,977 5,916 8:324 
• TJie weighted average overseas tuition fees of HonV^Konr" 
student in British University. ® 
Sources : (1) Appendix A Table A2 and A5 
(2) Careers Research and Advisory Centre Graduate Studies 
various editions ^ ^ 
(3) Appendix F Table PI 
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Table 4.1 shows the unit costs of a Hong Kong student in 
British university across three different acadeaic years, 1975/76, 
I 
：1980/81 and 1985/86. Between 1975/76 and 1985/86, total unit cost 
I rose by lore than 4 ti_es, but the draaatic growth of 12.5 ti^es was 
I in the tuition fees reflecting the iaportance of tuition. 
• To determine the unit costs of Hong Kong student in Britain, 
the aethodology of coat ingredient approach developed previously is 
I adapted to analyze costs of university overseas educationr. All of the 
cost data aay be found in Appendix A. 
I 
Table 4.2 Worksheet for Estimate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in British University 
1976 ( : ) 
I Costs to Costs to Costs to 
I Cost Ingredients Total Hong Kong U.K. Personal/ 
Costa Government Government Family 
I 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 320 320 
Living Costs 1,500 1,500 
Traveling Expenses 157 157 
Total Ingredient 1,977 1,977 
Costs 
Net Costa to Various 1,977 1,977 
I Constituencies 
•The costs to Hong Kong and U.K. governaents were extremely snail 




Table 4.3 Worksheet for Estiuate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in British University 
1981 ( X ) 
Costs to Costs to - Costs to 
Cost Ingredients Total Hong Kong U.K. : Personal/ 
Costs Governuent Govemaent Family 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 2,857 2,857 
Living Costa 2,900 2,900 
Traveling Expenses 159 159 
Total Ingredient 5,916 5,916 
Costs ‘ 
Net Coats to Various 5,916 5,916 
Constituencies 
* The costs to Hong Kong and U.K. governments were relatively small to 
the total costs fron the available sources. 
Table 4.4 Worksheet for Estiiaate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in British University 
1986 ( i；) .. 
Costs to Costs to Costs to 
Cost Ingredients Total Hong Kong U.K. Personal/ 
Costs Government Governaent Family 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 4,005 342.5 342.5 3,320 
Living Costs 4,075 4,075 
Traveling Expenses 244 244 
Total Ingredient 8,324 342.5 342.5 7,639 
Costs 
Net Costs to Various 8,324 342.5 342.5 7,639 
Constituencies 
The sum of all input costs appears as the ‘total ingredient 
costs, in column 1 of Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. In 1976, the total 
costs of a Hong Kong student in Britain was ^  1,977, 5,916 in 1981 
andf 8,324 in 1986. For the year 1976 and 1981, the personal/family 
alaost bore the full cost burden. But in 1986 (table 4.4)， the costs 
to the personal/faaily was only ^ 7,639, or 92X of estimated total 
costs. The Hong Kong and UK Governments provide financial support to 
Hong Kong students by equal share of the renaining 82 costs. 
4.2 Canada 
At the university level, the number of Hong Kong students 
continued to grow fron 3,761 (1975/76) to 7,661 (1985/86). Since late 
ff 
19708 and early 19803, differential fees have been charged to overseas 
students. The enrollaents in universities experienced a decline in 
1980 over the previous four years. Between 1981/82 to 1984/85, a 
sizable number of Hong Kong students increased from 6,887 to 9,168. 
Froa the distribution pattern of Hong Kong students in 
Canadian provinces, the enrollnent fell fron 57% (1975/76) to 41% 
(1985/86) in Ontario and Quebec with differential fees. On the other 
regions without differential fees, the percentage of Hong Kong rose 
fron 12X and 22% to 26X and 27X respectively (Appendix B table B2). 
Although the decline in enrollnent nay not be due solely to rising 
costs, there is evidence that such costs are a contributing factor. 
Turning to analysis of costs of Hong Kong students in Canada, 
the ingredient approach is applied. The essence of this approach is 
to identify all of the input costs associated with overseas education 
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in Canada and to account for the costs of those inputs. We also to 
allocate the costs aaong the different sources of funding. All of the 
data were fed into cost worksheets baaed on Appendix B. 
Table 4.5 Worksheet for Estimate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in Canadian 
University 1976 (CN$) • 
Costs to Costs to Costs to 
Coat Ingredients Total Hong Kong Canada Personal/ 
Costs Government Governaent Panily 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 683 683 
Living Costs 3,023 3,023 
Traveling Expenses 388 • 388 
Total Ingredient 4,094 4,094 
Costs 
Net Costs to Various 4,094 4,094 
Consti tuencies 
拿The reason for all costs attributable to personal/fami ly may be 
referred to 5.1 in chapter 5. 
Table 4.6 Worksheet for Estimate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in Canadian 
University 1983 (CN$) 
Costs to Costs to Costs to 
Cost Ingredients Total Hong Kong Canada Personal/ 
Costs Government Government Family 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 2,315 2,315 
Living Costs 5,323 5,323 
Traveling Expenses 407 407 
Total Ingredient 8,045 8,045 
Costs 




Table 4.7 Worksheet for Estimate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in Canadian 
University 1986 (CN$) 
Costs to Costs to Costs to 
Coat Ingredients Total Hong Kong Canada Personal/ 
Costs Governoent Government Family 
Direct Cost 
i 
Tuition Fees 4,577 4,577 
Living Costs 12,750 12,750 
Traveling Expenses 594 594 
Total Ingredient 17,921 17,921 
Costs 
Net Costs to Various 17,921 17,921 
Constituencies 
f 
The above three tables summarize components costs and total 
ingredient coats of Hong Kong students in Canada. Fron 1976 to 1986, 
the total ingredient costs increase from CN$4,094 to CN$17,921. 
Afflongat these costs, tuition fees yield the largest increase to more 
than 6.7 tines, then the living costs with slightly over 4.2 times. j 
As data shows, living costs comprise from 66% to 73X of total 
ingredient costs in the ten years period. This percentage component 
cost breakdown by iteos demonstrates the importance of living costs in 
the cost structure of overseas education. 
4.3 Australia 
In 1985， there were approxiaately 1,700 Hong Kong private 
students studying at the Australian tertiary level. This number has 
increased steadily over the years (see table CI in Appendix C). 
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In order to estimate the unit cost of Hong Kong students in 
Australian university, the following cost worksheets enable us to 
analyze costs in ingredients approach. All of the cost data may be 
referred to Appendix C. 
Table 4.8 Worksheet for Estinate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in Australian 
University 1976 {A$) 
Costs to Costs to Costs to 
Cost Ingredients Total Hong Kong Australian Personal/ 
Costs Government Governaent Family 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 0 0 
Living Costs 2,840 2,840 
Traveling Expenses 316 ‘ 316 
Total Ingredient 3,156 3,156 
Costs 
Net Costs to Various 3,156 3,156 
Constituencies 
拿The reason for all costs attributable to p e r s o n a l / f a m i l y may be 
referred to 5.1 in chapter 5. 
Table 4.9 Worksheet for Estimate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students In Australian 
University 1981 (A$) 
i 
Costs to Costs to Costs to j 
Cost Ingredients Total Hong Kong Australian Personal/ : 
Costs Government Government Family 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 2,404 2,404 
Living Costs 5,215 5, ,215 
Traveling Expenses 338 338 
Total Ingredient 7,957 7,957 
Costs 




Table 4.10 Worksheet for Estimate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in Australian 
University 1986 (AS) 
Costs to Costs to Costs to 
Cost Ingredients Total Hong Kong Australian Personal/ 
Costs Governaent 00丫61*11围611七 Family 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 3,042 3,042 
Living Costs 6,000 6,000 
Traveling Expenses 524 524 
Total Ingredient 9,566 9,566 
Costs 
Net Costs to Various 9,566 9,566 
Constituencies 
In 1976, the major cost of overseas education was living 
costs in which conprising 90X of the total costs. Froa 1980, the 
Australian Governaent announced to charge the overseas students with 
tuition fees to cover the full costs of a university place. Then the 
total costs increased rapidly to about 2.4 tiaes in a five-year 
period. Since then, the tuition fees accounted for about slightly 
over 30X of total costs while living costs comprised almost two-third 
of total costs. 
4.4 Aserica 
In 70s, United States was the Bost popular country of Hong 
Kong students studying abroad. It received BO re than half (52X) of 
the Hong Kong overseas student population in 1970. In recent years, a 
shift in the pattern of flows was froa U.S. to Comaonwealth countries. 
Although US still regained the leading place of host country in 
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1985/86, its share of Hong Kon~ overseas students droppe~ to less than 
one-third (31%). 
In the area of financing, the trend appears to have changed 
aioce .id-70s, .&ioly in the direction of a higher proportion ot selt-
tinanced overseas students. This see.s qui te clearly that the 
percentage share of pri ary sources of finance by personal/tallily 
resources increased tro. 67% in 1975/76 to 72% in 1985/86. The next 
largest prillary sources ot support were the US govern.ent and 
university (17 percent in 1985/86) (see table D4 in Appendix D). 
Once again, tables 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show three unit cost 
. 
workaheets ot Hong ~ong students in US university in the years 
1975/76, 1980/81 and 1985/86. Three worksheets enable us to ascertain 
who ia paying the costs for each alternative. The source of the cost 
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Net Coats to Various 
Constituencies 
7,082 670 1,541 4,871 
-..------------------------~---- ----.--------------------------------------
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Table 4.12 Worksheet for Estimate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in US 
University 1981 (US$) 
Costs to Costs to Costa to 
Cost Ingredients Total Hong Kong US Personal/ 
Costs Country Country Faaily 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 1,500 150 255 1,050 
Living Costa 6,420 835 1,091 4,494 
Traveling Expenses 385 385 
Total Ingredient 8,305 985 1,346 5,929 
Costs 
Net Coats to Various 8,305 985 1,346 5,929 
Constituencies 
Table 4.13 Worksheet： for Estiaate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in US 
University 1986 (USS) 
Costs to Costs to Coats to 
Cost Ingredients Total Hong Kong US Personal/ 
Coats Government Governaent Faaily 
Direct Cost 
Tuition Fees 3,200 320 544 2,304 
Living Costa 7,692 846 1,308 5,’538 
Traveling Expenses 336 336 
Total Ingredient 11,228 1,166 1,852 8,178 
Costs 
Net Costs to Various 11,228 1,166 1,852 8 178 
Constituencies ’ 
Studying abroad in US in 1976 would cost US$7,082 a year and 
went up to US$11,228 in 1986. In 1976, the percentage share of 
tuition fees was 18.4X, then by 1986 it had increased to 28.5X. 
Expenditure on traveling changed little overall, and living costs fell 
by 7.8X between 1976 and 1986. 
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In 1976, 23Z of the Hong Kong students received some fora of 
financial assistance froa US country of an average US$1,541, and about 
one-tenth received froi Hong Kong sponsor averaging USS670. During 
the 1985/86 acadeaic year, seventeen percent of all Hong Kong students 
were supported by US country and about eleven percent by Hong Kong 
sources, such aa scholarships and sponsorships. 
4.5 Taiwan 
Hong Kong students were concentrated in the universities and 
colleges, the proportion of these students population rose steadily 
fro> 1,824 (77.7X) in 1975/76 to 3,480 (88.3X) in 1985/86. In fact, a 
large nuaber of those who left Hong Kong to Taiwan, nearly half of the 
students entered to prestigious universities as National Taiwan 
University and National Taiwan College of Education in 1981/82 
(National Taiwan University Bulletin 1982/83, National Taiwan College 
of Education Bulletin 1982/83). The possibility of Hong Kong students 
in getting adaiasions to university was higher in Taiwan than in Hong 
Kong. One out of three Hong Kong candidates may successfully get 
admitted to a degree course in Taiwan university. 
The Overseas Chinese CoBmission provides subsidy to the 
insurance pre.iu. for health services of overseas Chinese students. 
One-third of the pre.iua is subsidized by the cowission, the preaiua 
for a student was NT$2,100 in 1975/76, NT$2,100 in 1980/81 and 
NT$2,550 in 1985/86 (Annual Report of The Republic of China 1975/76, 
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1980/81 and 1985/86). Furtheraore, the Coanission'3 support of cost-
of-living is in the fora of aasistantship. Individuals may receive 
the aonthly subsidy NT$500 in 1975/76, NT$1,000 in 1980/81 and 
NT$1,500 in 1985/86. 
According to the data from appendix E, all of the ingredient 
C08t3 can be allocated to different constituencies in different years 
bjr using the ingredient coat worksheet. The results of the worksheet 
are listed below in Tables 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16, showing the years of 
1976, 1981 and 1986 respectively. 
Table 4.14 Worksheet for Estiaate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in Taiwan 
University 1976 (HK$) 
〜• . CoBta to Costs to Costs to 
Cost Ingredienta Total Hong Kong Taii^an Personal/ 
一 Costs Govemaent Government Faaily 
Direct Cost 
( 
Tuition Pees 5,700 c .^n 
Living Coats 1,500 ？ 丨 
Traveling Expenses 500 ,二彳 ‘ 
Preaiua for Health • 
Services 280 93 187 ‘ 
Total Ingredient 7,980 « on-
costs /,iiis7 
Cost-of-living 
Subsidy +800 -800 
Net Costa to Various 7,980 ""000 
Constituencies 咖 7 售 087 
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Table - 4.15 Workshe~t for Estimate the Unit Costs 
of Hong Kong Students in Taiwan 
University 1981 (HXS ) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------













Tuition Fees 5,400 5,400 
Living Coats 3,500 3,500 
Traveling gx~en8e9 680 680 
Pre.iua tor Health 
S-ervicea 290 97 193 







Net Co ta to VArious 
Constituencies 
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Costs to Coats to 














Net Costa to Various 
Constituencies 
17,880 3,560 14,080 
---~-----------------------------------------------------------------
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These data show that, in the case of a Hong Kong student, the 
Taiwan government contributed aore than in any of the other countries 
surveyed except the U.S.A. In 1975/76, IIX of total costs was 
supported by the Taiwan government. The cost of subsidy rose by lOX 
during the year 1985/86. 
This chapter looks more closely at unit cost of overseas 
university education in individual host country. And also the 
contributions of different sources of finance in each input category 
are listed in tables. In the next chapter, an attempt to coapare ! 
different countries' system of overseas student support and the costs I 















RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Possible Bias of the Result 
Before suanarizing the data, sone liaitations of the above 
analysis may be raised. There nay be sone possible biases in the 
estinates. 
(1) Only scholarship or direct subsidy fron the host country 
are considered as costs towards the host country. For Australia, the 
average overseas tuition charge is、 equivalent to cover 35X of full ‘ 
t 
costs in 1986, For Britain, the overseas student charge may cover the , 
脣full-cost, of an university place. But for other host countries, it 
is not known to what extent in the overseas tuition fees cover the 
actual unit cost of an university place. Hence there may be a 
downward bias of the costs to host country and may underestimate the , 
total costs. On the other hand, the extra cost for each additional 
overseas student may be seen as the marginal cost thkt the proportion 1 
I 
of overseas students only shares a little portion of the total j 
university enrollment. There is evidence for believing that the i 
•arginal cost is lower than the average cost per student for an 
university place (Mace 1987). This indicates that the cost figure to 
the host country should be adjusted down. This may vary according to 
the deaand for particular courses. i 
I 
(2) In calculation of costs to Canadian and Australian j 
f 
governments, a little portion of Hong Kong students was financially I 
supported by two host governnents or universities'. Fron the available 丨 
sources丨 the proportion has reaained extremely small relative to the 
:I 
“ 
total costs. For instance, in 1986 there were 13 students sponsored 
with Canadian Official Develop ent Assistant (Statistics Canada 1987 
table 2)" In 1981, there were 5 students sponsored by COllllon 
Cooperation in Education in Australia (Australia Year Book 1981 p.78). 
(3) The esti.ated overall tuition tees tor U.S.A. and Canada 
.ay be underesti.ated. For U.S.A., it is based on the state 
university tuition tees and tor Canada it is based on the si.plified 
tee structure. 
(4) Since living costs varied in different regions of the 
hoated countries and between urban and nOD.JIetropolitan areas, it is 
only possible to esti.ate a rough approxi.ation of the living costs of 
overseas students in difterent bost countries tor selected years. 
(5) Data tor the distribution pattern of field of study of 
Hong Kong students is not necessarily available, it is only possible 
to aBsu.e si.ilar to the overall pattern. Hence it is liable to a 
cODsiderable .argin ot error in esti.ation of weighted average tuition 
fees. 
5.2 Su ... rizing the Data 
Using the cost data tro the previous chapter, the 1976, 1981 
and 1986 cost ingredients are su .. arized in tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
Total costs ot overseas students have increased dra.atically 
since 1976 in 80st ot the bost countries (Table 5.1). In Canada, the 
increase or total costs was al ost 5 tilles between 1976 and 1986. 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































times, and in Australia by 2.6 times. Siailarly, the students in 
U.S.A. experienced a 2.5 tiaes increase between 1976 and 1986. In 
Taiwan, total costs rose »ore than doubling fro« the sane period. 
However, the introduction of full-cost tuition in the end of 1970s 
resulted in a rapid increase of total costs in the United Kingdoa, 
Canada and Australia. 
0 
Turning to cost ingredients, aa table 5.1 reveals, there is a 
wide variation in tuition fees. Due to the British full-cost national 
policy, fees for university course in 1986 was HK$45,136 which is auch 
higher than that in the other countries. Canada and Anerica have no 
comprehensive national policy on overseas students, their fees 
policies are provincial or institutional, rather than a Federal 
Governaent responsibility. Hence the annual tuition fees of overseas 
atudenta has a •oderate increase and fall in a narrow range between 
HK$24,995 and HK$25,631 in the year 1986. For Australia, the average 
overseas student tuition fees waa H«16,244 which is equivalent to 
cover 35X of full coats in 1986. In Tainan, the cost of subsidizing 
overseas Chinese students is borne by the government and hence the 
tuition fees are relatively lower than those in other host countries. 
The costs of living of university education to overseas 
students in Canada and United States are considerable, owing to high 
living coats generally a^d to the special overseas student needs. As 
seen in table 5.1. estimated average costs in 1986 ranged fro, 
HKS60丨082 (U.S.A.) to HKS71,400 (Canada) for those residing at these 
two countries. 
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The allocation of overseas student aaintenance costs in the 
United Kingdom is about half of the total coats in overseas education 
in the period 1981 to 1986. The actual costs-of-iiving incurred by 
overseas students are HK$35,583 in 1981 and HK$45,925 in 1986. 
The living costs of overseas student in Australia and Taiwan 
were relatively low. In 1986, living coats in Australia and Taiwan 
were 45X and 82 of in Canada respectively. Taiwan's overseas students 
face a lower schedule of student living costs, largely because of the 
relatively low standard of living costs as coapared to those Western 
countries. 
As table 5.1 shows, traveling expenses account for a saall 
percentage of the total coata. The percentage share is decreasing 
between the ten year period, froa the highest 9.5Z in 1975/76 to less 
than 3X in 1985/86. 
Other cost includes such itea as insurance paynent to cover 
the costs of health services of overseas students in host country. 
However, this cost is relatively insignificant coapared to other 
costs. 
Finally, turning to sources of financing, table 5.2 shows the 
relative contributions of the three sources of finance. Overseas 
students and their parents bear froa 67X to lOOX of the total costs of 
the overseas education depending on which host country. The 
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percentage share of overseas student contributions, aaong the five 
countries, Canada and Australia are the highest. And the highest 
total cost was in Canada. In Britain, the Government launched a 
funding scheae in 1983/84 to help Hong Kong students with full-cost 
fees, then the cost burden of faaily haa been reduced to 92X of total 
costs in 1986. For overseas students in the United States and Taiwan, 
the large host contribution is clearly very important in reducing the 
faaily burden and it say have borne a necessary inducement for the 
attraction of overseas students. The contribution of these two 
countries has been supported by several sources, including by 
universities, private sponsors and government. 
On the other hand, since 1980, when the British full-cost 
fees and Australian overseas student charge were introduced, the 
nuaber of Hong Kong students still increased. This aay be explained 
by the effect of the financial support froa Hong Kong and U.K. 
governments and the slight increase of tuition fees in Australia. 
The sending country - Hong Kong governaent in this case 
contributed only a saall proportion of a large overseas education 
cost. The relative share of overseas students coat with U.K. 
governaent was about 8X of total costs in 1986. For the United 
States, the lajority of funding sources fron Hong Kong should be 
apportioned aaong the private sponsors, philanthropists and other non-
governaent organizations. 
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5.3 ConcluBioDB and Discussions 
There are six •ajor conclusions in this study : 
(1) For all five host countries, the total costs are 
increasing over time, 
(2) For all host countries except Taiwan, the percentage 
share of tuition fees is increasing and the proportion of living costs 
also appears the highest over tiae. 
(3) In Taiwan, the total costs are always •uch lower than 
the others. Also the Taiwan government shares ten to twenty percent 
of total costs of overseas education. 
(4) The support of overseas students by US country has 
included several sources : universities, private sponsors, and 
government. In contrast, the doninatlog supporter of overseas 
students in U.K., Australia, Canada and Taiwan is the central 
government. 
(5) The Hong Kong government only contributed a saall 
portion of funding in financing Hong Kong students in U.K. and very 
little in other countries. 
(6) Approximately froa two-thirds to one hundred percent of 
the overseas students used personal/faaily funds as their prinary 
source of funding. 
It is indubitable that the changes in tuition fees to 
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overseas education •ust co»€ froa the changes in the policy of host 
country. This change is •ainly due to the host governaent' 8 
subsidization policy on overseas education. In •est countries, the 
policy usually eaphasirea that the overseas students should not be 
subsidized out of resources allocated for boae students and the 
restriction of rapid expansion in enrollments. However, these two 
probleas are closely related. There is clearly a connection between 
host government policy and trends in enrollment. High tuition fees 
are undoubtedly the nain reason for the drop in denand, just as the 
subsequent increase in scholarship provision and decrease in the 
growth rate of tuition fees have had soae positive influence on 
enrollaent. Thus, there is a clear implication of high tuition fees 
of overseas student policy that is used to regulate overseas student 
nuabers. 
In addition, it is revealed froa the cost structure that the 
living cost is usually higher than tuition fees. Then a second issue 
in overseas education financing is in •eeting the living costs of 
overseas student. Thirdly, the financing system of overseas students 
should also open up opportunities for private sector, philanthropy and 
aluani support. 
Fro_ the above points, the host country's policy of financing 
overseas student should consider the following areas : 
(1) Since 1980a, a Bajor change in fees policy towards 
.overseas students is eoving fron general subsidy towards _ore targeted 
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support and at less expense. So far, public funding is necessarily at 
the heart of public policy on overseas students. But when the policy 
is heavily weighted towards the voluie of public aoney and with 
neglect of diplonatic, trade and educational targets, the result is a 
very lop-sided and imbalance policy. Conclusively, the policy of 
overseas students should be a couprehensive and effective one and in 
consideration of short-ter® and long-ten, econoaic, diplomatic and 
educational targets. 
(2) It is iaportant both to seek other sources of funds and 
to spread the cost of overseas student support as widely as possible. 
In fact, for example, there exists a coBoercial element in the 
overseas student/host country relationship. The •ulti-national 
coipanies in general agree that overseas students have a positive 
effect upon their business. Hence they would like to contribute to 
the funding of the education and training of overseas students in 
appropriate disciplines such as science, advanced engineering, 
information technology, coiputing, business •anage^ent, econoaics. 
(3) The choice of who should receive support, and what the 
size of individual needs to be, should vary froa course to course and 
year by year, according to the current circuBstances of host country. 
Also it is well placed to aasess the extent of individual student's 
financial needs. The auount of support needed will vary : one student 
•ay require only a partial subsidy - tuition fees only; the other, 
full support covering tuition fees, travel and cost-of-living. The 
use of funds should be flexible and efficient in oeeting these needs. 
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However, for host country, the policy of financing overseas 
student should also concern with the needs of developing countries and 
to provide equal access (for overseas and hone students) to the aost 
advanced knowledge. 
To the sending country, the overall cost of overseas study 
•ay see as a kind of foreign lose. Furthermore, if the cost of non-
returning students is taken into account, the unit cost Kill be auch 
higher depending on the rate of returnee. It is not deal with suoh 
adjustment here because of lack of information on 'brain drain, or 
rate of returnee of Hong Kong students due to overseas study. 
Besides, froi the perspective of sending country or the 
p«r8onal/fa«ily, what is •oat iaportant is the direct costs that they 
are facing. 
Table 5.3 suMarizes the unit cost of university education in 
Hong Kong and other five countries. Froa the table, one can see that 
the unit cost of Hong Kong very close to U.K., Canada and Australia in 
1976. In 1981, the unit cost of Hong Kong is higher than those in 
Canada and Taiwan, and very close to that in U.S.A. In 1986, the unit 
co8t of Hong Kong is still higher than those in Taiwan and Australia. 
For other cases, the unit costs are Buch higher than that in Hong 
Kong. 
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Table 5.3 Annual Unit Cost of University 
Students in Hong Kong and Five Countries 
( H K $ ) 
1976 1981 1986 
Hong Kong 20,682 39,456 69,811 
UK 20,182 72,588 93,711 
Canada 20,307 120拿 100,356 
Australia 19,949 48,221 51,084 
USA 35,660 42,730 87,752 
Taiwan 7,980 9,870 17,880 
•Figure is in the year 1983/84 
Sources : (1) Table 5.1 
(2) F.S. Hung (1982). 'Private and Social Rates of Return on 
Investment in Education in Hong Kong,. Unpublished M.A. 
thesis, School of Education, The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong. 
(3) K.F. Wong (1990). Private and Social Rates oi Return t2 
Education IQ Hong Kong Table 14. 
However, while interpreting these results, it is recognized 
that the unit cost of Hong Kong university education is auch 
underestinated. As Wong (1990) pointed out that the direct social 
cost of Hong Kong university did not reflect the total opportunity 
cost foregone of running the university since the costs of capital and 
land services were not included. Thus the resulting effect is obvious 
:governnent has aade heavy subsidization on university education and 
reduce the unit cost. On the other hand, if the cost of non-returning 
students is taken into consideration, the unit cost in host countries 
will b€ higher than the estiaated value depending on the rate of 
returnee. 
Between the period fro. 1976 to 1986, the econony of Hong 
Kong has grown very rapidly. At the sa.e time, the employment 
stnicture of the Hong Kong economy has also changed rapidly. The 
7 8 
trend towards the deuand for high-skilled Banpower increases as the 
econony develops. On the other hand, the supply of high-skilled 
manpower lags behind (Chung 1989). In Hong Kong it has long been 
piagued by a shortage of higher education opportunities, particularly 
in university education. Aa a result, the nuaber of university places 
does not natch the needs of the expanding econony. Thus the 
government aight face substantially increased demand for student 
places in university. In expanding the nuaber of university places, 
it would require to allocate •ore resources. As ve all know, the 
costa of university expansion are very high. Hence the government 
should search ways to •iniuize costs. One way of •ini^iring these 
costs •ay consider the larginal econoaic costs of overseas study - the 
increased cost of sending a student overseas over educating the 
student at ho_e. For instance, to send a student to Canada and Taiwan 
in 1981 and to Australia and Taiwan in 1986, the annual unit cost is 
lower than in Hong Kong. Further, if government subsidization on 
university education is taken into account, the annual unit coot of 
local university place lay be Buch higher. Moreover, the education 
policyaaker should also justify the cost of adding a new place in 
ter^s of long-ter. de.and or it would be .ore efficient to send 
8tudent3 abroad in a field for which there is limited deaand at hone. 
Another way of •iniiizing the costa is to establish .ore 
•split site, courses in local linking with foreign universities which 
involve shorter periods of study abroad (Woodhall 1987b). This aay 
help the ho.e country to gain benefits from educational exchange, and 
niniaize costs. 
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In the issue of financing overseas students by hoae country, 
the provision of financial sponsorship •ay help to reduce the rate of 
non-returnee (Myers 1972). Another i.portant determinant of the 
deciaion of returning ho.e ia closely related to eaploTaent and career 
opportunities in hoae country. Hence the efforts of hose country to 
attract the returning of students froi abroad by government 
scholarships and provision of enploy^ent is the ways to reduce the 
increase of unit coat. 
Finally, decision aaking of overseas study by individual 
student ia -ainly due to two reaaona. The first one is a natter of 
the opportunity for university education. In the case of Hong Kong, 
the development of university education was kept under strict control 
by government. Up to 1986, the proportion of the 17-20 year old age 
group Kho study at the first-degree level was only 4.8Z (see Appendix 
G). However, the nu.ber of university places neither Batches the needs 
of the expanding econoay nor the aspirations of the parents. 
Consequently, the flow of Hong Kong student across international 
borders has been increasing rapidly over the past three decades. The 
second reason •ay be that overseas education ia a for. of invest運ent 
in hu_an capital. This -eans that if investment in hu.an capital 
through overseas education can bring in a high rate of return, study 
abroad is a worthwhile investment. As .entioned in chapter two, the 
earnings between returned overseas graduates and local graduates in 
Hong Kong are about the aaae. In other words, invest.ent in overseas 
education seeis to be profitable and viable. 
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Appendix A 
Hon实 Kong Students in Britain 
Traditionally, Britain waa a popular destination of Hong Kong 
overseas students. Scholarships were provided by Hong Kong Government 
ami British Council to encourage Hong Kong atudenta studying there. 
The award of auch scholarships vas first •ade in 1946 (HK Annual 
Report of the Director of Education 1948/49 para. 257-258). The 
nu面ber of first degree university students has risen fro. 692 in 
1975/76 to 3,580 in 1985/86 (see table Al). 
Table Al Hong Kong 1st Degree Students 
in British University, 1975/76 to 1985/86 
二二〈二-丄97!〈_7 了 1977/78 197s77VTS797B7T9Vo7SV 
J 二 ! ! ： ！ 二 3 — 」 二 0 — 555 '742 ’ H I J ； ^ 
膽 / 8 3 1983/84 1984/87'1985/86 
Enrolment 2,135 3.032 3 , 5 6 ^ — _ V l l l " — _ V V ^ n 
！！二 JLt：： 二—」:二6 二 - 1 , 1 9 2 1,262 1:111 ？：252 
Sources ：⑴ ^ ； ： 丨 丨 丨 ： ^ ： “ ^ ^ 丨 ^ : — ! ^ ! ^ ! ^ ^ — • 
. . . ^ ^ .^^MfiHiS M d ？taff. Various edition^ 
In 二 山 B h Council S i M i l M ^ Q v ^ Student. 
In Bnt^^ni Various editions. …帅【孕 
The university tuition fee at reco«ended .ini.u. levels for 
non-subsidized students increased fro.f 320 in 1975/76 t o ^ 3,310 for 
arts students, ^ 4.350 for science and^8,050 for -edicine in 1985/86. 
Table A2 Overseas Student Fees in 
British University, 1975/76 to 1985/86 
(£ ) 
Year 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 
Overseaa Fees 320 416 650 705 940 
Year 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 
Art 2,000 2,500 2,700 2,900 3,150 3,310 
Overseaa Sci 3,000 3,600 3,600 3,800 4,150 4,350 
Fees Med 5,000 6,000 6,600 7,000 7,650 8,050 
Sources : (1) Overseaa Student Trust (1979). Overseaa Students and 
GovemBent Policy. Appendix 1. 
(2) Overseaa Student Trust (1982). A Policy for Qveraeafl 
Student. Appendix A Table A.17 
(3) CoMonwealth Secretariat (1986). Coaaonwealth Student 
MpbUlty Fifth Report. Attachment I Table A2. 
Another core question is the distribution pattern of Hong 
Kong students a»ong different fields of study. Since there is little 
published statistics on the fields of study of Hong Kong students in 
Britain. The only information are the distribution pattern of Hong 
Kong students who have registered with the HK Governnent Office in 
London between 1976 to 1979, and the distribution pattern of 
coMonwPaith students between 1980/81 to 1984/85. It is assumed that 
the distribution pattern of Hong Kong students between 1980/81 to 
1985/86 is aiailar to that of the coaaonwealth pattern. 
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Table A 3 Hong Kong Students in British Universities 
Distribution by fields of study (X) 
1976/77拿 1977/78拿 1978/79拿 
(1) Agriculture, Forestry and 0.4 0.5 -
Veterinary Science 
(2) Professional and Vocational 3.6 3.1 3.2 • 
Studies 
(3) Arts other than languages 7.2 7.2 6.8 
(4) Science 14.9 17.8 20.0 
(5) Education 2.9 2.7 3.2 
(6) Engineering k Technology 41.3 38.5 37.0 
(7) Languages, Literature and 1.2 0.2 0.9 
Area Studies 
(8) Medicine, Dentistry and 5.8 5.8 5.2 
Health 
(9) Social, Adainistrative 22.7 24.0 23.7 
and Business Studies 
1979/80 < 1980/81 1982/83 1984/85 
(1) 0.25 1.8 2.3 1.9 
(2) 4.90 3.1 4.1 3.2 
(3) 5.80 2.1 2.0 5.4 
(4) 17.60 19.6 16.9 16.0. 
(5) 5.60 6.3 7.2 23.0 
(6) 35.80 33.2 29.7 11.1 
(7) 1.50 2.7 2.4 6.4 
(8) 4.70 9.4 10.3 7.6 
(9) 23.80 21.7 25.2 25.4 
拿Percentages given are those who have registered with the Student's 
Section of HK Governaent Office, London. 
Sources : (1) British Council Statistics of Qveraeaa Students in 
Mlted Kin^doa Various editions. 
(2) Hong Kong Education Departsent Annual Su__ary 
various editions 
For the purpose of calculating tuition fees of Hong Kong 
students, it is necessary to group certain subjects under three 
categories - arts, science and •edicine. The result is suuarized in 
the following table. 
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Table A 4 Percentage Distribution of Hong Kong 
Students in British University Courses, 
1980/81 to 1985/86 (X). 
1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 
Arts 32.8 36.8 36.8 60.2 60.2 60.2 
Science 57.7 53.0 53.0 32.2 32.2 32.2 
Medicine 9.4 10.3 10.3 7.6 7.6 7.6 
Notes : (1) Arts courses - Arts other than languages, Education, 
Languages, Literature and Area Studies, Social Adain. and 
Business Studies. 
Science courses - Agriculture and Vocational Studies, 
Science, Engineering & Technology. 
Medicine courses - Medicine, Dentistry and Health. 
(2) For the year 1981/82, it is a^suaed to be siailar to the 
year 1982/83. For the years 1983/84 and 1985/86, it is 
aasuaed to be similar to the year 1984/85. 
Source : Table A3 
Since British universities charge different fees for 
different fields of study, a central question in estimating the 
average cost is the distribution of Hong Kong students over different 
fieida of study. For a Hong Kong student to study in a British 
university, the weighted average tuition fee represents an atteapt to 
weigh the tuition fees of each subject course by the probability of 
studying that subject course. 
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Table A 5 Weighted Average Tuition Pees of Hong Kong 
Students in British University, selected years. 
1981 1986 
Probability of studying 
arts 0.33 0.61 • 
science 0.58 0.32 
•edicine 0.09 0.08 
Tuition fees of (£ ) 
arts 2,000 3,310 
science 3,000 4,350 
•edicine 5,000 8,050 
Weighted average tuition fees 2,857 4,050 
Notes : (1) Probability of studying a particular subject course is 
according to the percentage distribution of Hong Kong 
students in that subject course. 
(2) Weighted average tuition fees : 
1981 - (^2,000x0.33) + (i3,000x0.58) + (i5,000x0.09) = 12,857 
1986 • (i3,310x0.61 ) + (;£4,350x0.32) + (i8,050x0.08) = £ 4,050 
Sourcea : Tables A2 and A4. 
The weighted average tuition fees, i 2,857 (1981) and£ 4,050 
(1986) represent the probability of a Hong Kong student paying 
overaeaa university tuition fees in Britain. 
Another source in financing Hong Kong students in Britain is 
the United Kingdoa-Hong Kong Joint Funding Scheae. The scheae caae 
into operation in 1983, which was supported by equal contributions 
fro_ the two Governments. One of the alas was to assist Hong Kong 
students attending first university degree, to •eet the difference 
between the hose and overseas fees. 
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« 
眷 A 6 V « i « h t « d C r M t n 厘眷c書ivin曬 
•y 翁 Bon曬 l o n g S t u d e n t in U . I . ( J： ) 
Crant雄 a m o u n t K o . of 1塞t r r o b . of i r a a t a stiared b y I k 
•艦 s t u d e n t * r • c a l v i n g b y a 雄 t u d _ n t o r U I C o v ^ r . 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) U n i v » r ( 3 ) F •霣• Iii«t • (4 ) > ( 1 ) / ( 2 ) • ( 3 ) (i)/2 
1 9 8 5 / 8 6 3 . 0 0 8 , 2 8 3 3 , 3 8 0 8 0 6 685 3 4 2 . 5 
« o u r c « « ； ( 1 )霣 d u c . t i o n D書p^rt•眷nt, ( 1 9 8 6 ) . A n n u a l 重 • p o r t 
( 2 ) T « b l « A 1 
( 3 ) O n i v . r s l t y G r a n t Co•膽 P n i v r « l t v 
a t l t l a t l c i 二 s t u d T i t M 4 s t a f f . V o l . 1 
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Appendix B 
Hong Kong Students in Canada 
Canada is another coaaon destination for Hong Kong students 
studying abroad. Data for Hong Kong students in Canadian education 
sectors between 1976 and 1986 are ahovn in table Bl. There were 7,661 
Hong Kong students in Canadian university in 1985/86. 
Table B 1 Enrolnent of Hong Kong 
Students in Canadian University 
1976 to 1986 
1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/8o"l980/8r 
！ 3 , 7 6 1 9,027 9,397 7,000»—V.Vsi' 一 5 * 1 7 3 
1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86— 
！ ！ ! ! 6 , 8 8 7 8,188 9,321 9 , 1 6 ^ 7 ^ 6 6 1 一 
拿 Estimated figure 一 一 
Sources ： (1) ^..onvealth Secretariat. (1986). Coanonwealth 
student MpbiUty f U t h Report. Table A7, AS. 
(2) Statistics Canada. (1987). International Student 
Participation in Canadian Education. Table A3. 
Since tuition fees and distribution of student population 
vary in different regions of Canada, tables B2 and B3 provide each 
region with specific tuition rates and percentage distribution of Hong 
Kong students in Canadian universities. 
Table B 2 Distribution of Hong Kong Students 
in Canadian Universities By Province, 
selected Years (X) 
1975/76 1983/84 1985/86 
(1) Manitoba, Newfoundland, 12.40 6.48 ^2^14 
Saskatchewan 
III ；^，rta, British Columbia 21.99 37.50 26.78 
III pta^io, Quebec 57.41 49.00 40.91 
— ! ! 二 ! *二！二 8.20 7.00 7.28 
Sources ： (1) H ^ g ^ n g Bank. ^ ^ ^ ^ ！ ^ - ^ - ^ ^ 了 - ^ ^ 厂 二 
iytj7 editions. 
⑵ SLju卜M;;e，ien Max. (1978). £ o r ^ § t u d ^ in 
鄉吻幽 Canadi抑 Students ABroad. Table 30, C-3. 
Also a simplified fee structure in Canadian university haa 
been derived for selected years by grouping certain provinces under 
one category. 
Table B 3 Simplified Median Tuition Pees 
Structure of Canadian Universities, 
Selected Years (CN$ thousands) 
1975/76 1983/84 1985/8^ 
(1) Manitoba, Newfoundland, 550 "'goo 7"：：：" 
Saskatchewan u 1,550 
( y Alberta, British Coluubia 600 1 inn , . . . 
(3) Ontario. Quebec 770 , ，’？卯 
(4) Mariti.ea IJJ ？ • 7,200 
• W O 1,500 3,200 
Sources : ⑴ 丨〒了了二一 ^ ^ ^ ^；； ^ ^；； ^；；二 —； [； ; 
(2) Statistics Canada. (1987). IntemationH Student 
Participation in Canadian I d u c ^ TablTis 
(3) H^^^Seng Bank. ( 1 9 7 6 ) .幅 v e ^ ^ T I f t L 2l Canada. 
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Al so app ly · n~ the 9 1 ar approach in Appendix A, an weighted 
average tuition fees ay be ca l cu l ated according to different regions. 
Table 8 4 Weight ed Aver~e Tuit i on Fees of Hong Kong 
Students in Canadian University, Selected Years. 










































Notes: (1) Probability of studying in a particular region is 
according to the percentage distribution at Hong Kong 
students in that region. 
(2) Region 1 - Manitoba, Newtoundland and' Saskatshewan 
Region 2 - Alberta and British Colu.bia 
Region 3 - Ontario and Quebec 
Region 4 - Maritiaes 
(3) Weighted average tuition tees 
For the year 1975/76 -
{550xO.12)+(600xO.22)+(770xO.57)+(500xO.08)=683 
For the year 1983/84 -
(900xO.06)+(1,100xO.38)+(3,550xO.49)+(1,500xO.07)=2,315 
Por the year 1985/86 -
(1,550xO.26)+(2,700xO.37)+(7,200xO.41)+(3,200xO.07)=4,577 
Sources Tables B2 and 83 
Data for the esti.ation ot the living costs ot overseas 
students in Canada are rare. In 1975, Statistics Canada carried out a 
survey of post-secondary students which provided infor.ation on their 
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expendi ture pat terns. The expendi ture pat tern of overseas students 
was probably si ilar (Von Zur-Mueblen 1978 Table 34). In 1982/83, the 
average expenditure (or roo. and board was around CNS 2,500 (Hang Seng 
Bank 1983) . I ( other expenses are taken into account, this figure 
• ight double to about C S 5,000. In adjusting the inflation of such 
value to 1983/84, the average living costs will probably be CNS 5,323 
(Statistics Canada 1983 Consu.er Price Index - 112.9 in 1982 and 
120.2 in 1983). Another survey by the Canadian Bureau tor 
International Education esti.ated that living cost ot overseas 
students was between CNS 7,500 and CNS 18,000 tor twelve .onths in the 
acade.ic year 1985/86, depending on province and institution ot study 
(Holroyde 1986). For the purpose ot esti ating living costs, take the 
an value CNS 12,750 &8 reference. However, it is only possible to 
give us a rough approxi.ation ot the expenditures or Hong Kong 
students in Canadian universities tor selected years. The results are 
tabulated in table 85. 
Living Costs 
Table B 5 Living Costs of Overseas Students 
in Canadian Universities. (CNS) 
1975/76 1983/84 1985/86 
3,023 5,323 12,750 
Sources: (1) Hang Seng Bank. (1976). University Guide 2! Canada. 
(2) Holroyde, D. (1986). Qverseas Reflections = An 
Australian Perspective on Aspects 21 International 
Education. WAIT. 
(3) Von Zur-Muehlen, M. (1978). Foreign Students in Canada 




Hong Koog Students in Australia 
Hong Kong haa a long tine been the second largest source 
c o u n t r y of overseas students in Australian universities, accounting 
for ao_e IIX in 1985 of the total number. 
T « b u C 1 H o n g K o n g O v a r s M s Stud書nt雄 in 
•u^tr•龜liim T«rtiary Institutions, 1976 to 1985 
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
•nrolMfit 421 574 662 884 1,131 1.122 1.139 1.388 1.858 1.878 
8 o u r c « _ ： ( 1 ) C o H o n w M l t h S e c r e t a r i a t . ( 1 9 8 6 ) . C o l o n y 1th S t u c U n t H o b i l l t v 
m i l l E l i a a n . • t t « c h M n t I T a b l * A l . 
(2) f r 戴 ( 1 9 8 4 ) . ••uatr亀li戴 and International Education'* 
V«at«« v27 n2 T^bl* 3. 
( 3 ) T r « c « y . ( 1 9 8 8 ) . " A u . t r m l l * " • d l t « d b y S t « p h « n S h o t n « a i n 
Intfrnational Cwptxiaona In Qv_ra"a student Affair， 
U I C O S A T a b l * 2 . 
As stated previously in chapter two, it is noted that 
tertiary education in Australia ia virtually free in 1970s. The 
tuition fees for overseas students iaposed, coaaencing with the 
academic year 1980, ranged between A$ 1,500 and A$ 2,500 (see table 
2 . 1 p . 2 0 )• 、 
Since Australian universities charge different tuition fees 
between •edical course and others, it is necessary to estiaate the 
distribution pattern of Hong Kong students. There is little published 
statistics on the fields of study of Hong Kong students in Australia. 
The only infor.ation is the distribution pattern of all overseas 
students in 1981. It is aasuaed that the distribution pattern of Hong 
Kong students is similar to the overall pattern. 
Then, to •ultiply tuition fees with probability of studying 
different subject courses, the weighted average tuition fees will be 
calculated accordingly. 
Table C 2 Weighted Average Tuition Fees of Hong Kong 
Students in Australian University, Selected Years. 
1981 to 1983 1986 
Probability of studying 
Medicine 0.90 0.90 
Others 0.09 0.09 
Tuition fees, AS 
Medicine 2,500 3,100 
Others 1,500 2,500 
Weighted average tuition fees 2,404 3,042 
Notes : (1) Probability of studying a particular subject course is 
according to the percentage distribution of students in 
the subject course. 
(2) Medicine-iedicine, dentistry, veterinary science: 9.62 
Others-all other courses: 90.4X 
(3) Expected average tuition fees : 
1981 to 1983 一 (2,500x0.9)>(1,500x0.09)=2,404 
1986 - (3,100x0.9)+(2,500x0.09)=3,042 
Sources : (1) Table 2.1 
(2) Tertiary Education Conaission. (1981). Report for 
1982-94 Trienniua. Vol.1 part 2 table 3.17. 
The cost-of-living in Australia nay be obtained fron the 
'University Guide of Australia'(Hang Seng Bank 1979 and 1986). In 
1978 and 1985, the living expenses were estimated to be around A$ 
4,000 and A$ 6,000 respectively. In adjusting the living costs by 
Conauaer Price Index, the living cost would be AS 2,840 in 1975 and A$ 
5,215 in 1981 (Vaaplew 1987 Table PC21-29 Conauaer Price Index : 
171.1 in 1975, 241.0 in 1978 and 314.2 in 1981). 
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Appendix D 
HoDg Kong Students in America 
During the period between 1975/76 to 1985/86, enrolnent of 
Hong Kong students in U.S. universities increased and peaked in 
1977/78, but dropped in the late 70a and then it stabilized at around 
10,000. Hong Kong has been a.ong the top ten largest sending 
countries since 1960a. 
Table D 1 Hong Kong Students in U.S. 
Higher Education, 1975/76 to 1985/86. 
l l ^ l 1 9 7 5 / 7 6 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/8o'"l980/81 
！ 1 1 , 9 3 0 10,970 12,200 10,520 - 厂 — 9 ^ 6 6 0 
1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 
8,990 8,610 9,420 10,130 10,710 “ 
Sources : H E Qfi^ Doors. Various editions. 
In the United States, there are over three thousand public 
and private colleges and universities. Because of the variations in 
institutional practices in dealing with specific budget iteaa, and the 、 
effect of such variations on the tuition fees .ay diversify in broad 
range. Despite this confusion, the iwediate answers of the overall 
tuition fees of foreign students are not easy to deter.ine. For this 






situation. In order to estill4te the average overall tuition fees, the 
state operated institutions - State University of New York is chosen 
for reference. The data ot State Uni versi ty of New York is used 
because 
(1) appropriate data is available; 
(2) the rate of tui tion fees see.s to be the .ean value of 
the highest and lowest fees &IIong other states; 
and (3) 2/3 o.t Hong Kong students were studying in public 
institution and the tuition fees uong different state 
universities would be quite si.ilar (lIE various 
edi tions) . 
Since Hong Kong students are treated as nonresidents, out-ot-
atate tuition has been used. 
Table D 2 Suaaary ot Annual Tuition Charges 
in U.S.A. University (U.S.$) 
1972/73 - 1975/76 
1976/77 - 1980/81 
1981/82 - 1982/83 
1983/84 







Note Fro. 1972/73 through 1978/79 there was a tuition 
differential between lower division and upper 
division tuition rate was used tor all years in 
this table. 
Source: Central Staff Oftice ot Institutional Research 1988 
Trends in tu i t i on tee .And other basic student charges 
1963/64 through 1988/89 with tYDical 8tudent costs 
1980/81 through 1988/89 Report No. 19-88A 
State University of New York, Albaoy. 
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The esti ated cost-of-living expendi tures by overseas 
students in the Uni ted States are based on the recoaraended IIOnthly 
aaintenance rates (MMRs) rro. Institute or International Education. 
The Bs are based on Bureau or Labor Statistics esti ates of 
inter8&diate-level ra.ily budgets and co.parative indexes of prices in 
selected urban areas, with adjust.ents to reflect inllation and 
epecial overseas students needs. Table 03 illustrates the esti.ated 
expenditures between the 1975/76 to 1985/86. 
Tabl. D 3 lati.at.d Aead •• 1e Y.ar Coat-of-Livin. 
I.~ndltur. in O.S. (in o.s. Dollara) 






















.,ar ioua eeli t ions 




Once again, it is necessary to ascertain the sharing of the 
coat burden uong ho e country, U.S. country and personal/fuily. 
Since the statistics of the pri8ary sources of funding about Hong Kong 
students in U.S. is not available, the only available information is 




overseas students in U.S. Hence it see膽s to assuae that the pattern 
of Hong Kong students being aiailar to the overall pattern is a good 
way to siaplify this problea. 
Table D 4 Qveraeaa Students by Primary 
Sources of Funding, Selected Years (X) 
1975/76 1980/81 1985/86 
Personal/Family 67 70 72 
US Country 23 17 17 
Hoie Country 10 13 11 
Note : Peraonal/faaily - Personal and faaily, current eaplo^aent 
and others. 
US Country - US College/university, US Governaent, US Private 
Sponsors. 
Ho_e Country - Hone Government/university. 
Sources : IIE Qpeq Doors. Various editions. 
The siailar approach is applied as in the previous appendix 
in calculation the sharing of costs according to the probability of 
distributing the costs to different stakeholders : personal/faaily, US 
country and ho_e country. 
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table D 5 
Probabitity ot aba.r1nc total 
cona by : 
'ereonal/, .. 11y 
o country 
.... country 
Tuition r ... by 
hraona1/t .. l1y 
OS CCKlntry 
... country 
I..tviq Cona by 
.... l/t .. .tly 
o country 
... country 
Vetabted Averace Tu! t ion r .. a and 
Livinl eoata ot ne IDnC 5tudenta in 































JlGt. : Probabl1.t ty o't aharinc total co.ta by ditt.rent at.a.kehold.ra ia aecordinl 
to tbe percent.& •• diatr1bution ot prt.ary 80Urcea ot tUDdint. 




Hong Kong Students in Taiwan 
El Nuaber of Hong Kong Students 
The nuaber of Hong Kong students enrolled in Taiwan at 
institutions of higher education began to rise in the 1960s and 19708. 
In 1987/88 there were 3,448 in universities and colleges. 
Table E 1 Nuaber of Hong Kong Students in 
Taiwan Universities and Colleges, 
Selected Years 
1975/76 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 
University 1,824 1,700 1,953 2,145 2,583 
College 228 403 432 461 380 
1982/83 1984/85 1985/86 1987/88 
University 3,703 3,371 3,480 3,448 
and College 
Sources : Bureau of Statistics. Educational Statistics 
q1 Republic gl China. Various editions. 
K Description of Survey of Returned Hong Kong Overseas Students 
A survey was carried out by Dr. Chung, Yue Ping of School of 
Education. The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 1990. The aia 
of this survey waa to gather inforaation about the 8ocio-econo_ic 
background of returned overseas students. A total of 299 returned 
students from U.K., U.S.A., Canada, Australia, Taiwan & China and 
other Countries constitute the respondents in this survey. 
So_e information about tuition fees of Hong Kong students in 
Taiwan university education .ay be provided by this survey. The 
following table lists the result of tuition fees : 
T&ble E 2 Mean Tuition Pees per Year 
in Taiwan University (HK$) 
Graduation period 1971-1975 1976-1980…1981-1985…；「；： 
''"'r^L!!!!!^ B ^ - f : : 二—1971-1975 1 : 1 9 8 0 198 二 85 
！"！二 S^ioo 10；600 ―― 
N:202 
In Taiwan, courses at university and colleges are of four 
years duration. It ..y be aasu.ed that the new entrants in the period 
1971-1975 would graduate in the year of 1976-80. Hence the average 
tuition fees per year in Taiwan university would be HKS 5,700 in 
1975/76, HKS 5,400 in 1980/81 and HKS 10,600 in 1985/86 respectively. 
Another survey waa carried out by telephone interviews, baaed 
on questions in the following areas ; 
(a) the period of study, 




(c) the aaount of expenses during the period of study : 
tuition fees, living expenses and traveling costs. 
The survey waa intended to find out the sources of support 
and pattern of expenditures of Hong Kong students in Taiwan university 
education. 
Tibie 24 lafonttloB of Sources of FoadiDC iod 
Coit-of-Sxpeaditnrt is T«ivta 
Styd; Oaifersitj Soarcei of iioaat of FoadiDC froi Coiti-of-eipeoditare (*T$ per tnoui) 
Period FflDdiDf ioBf IoDj(8Uper iODoi) Tttition Lirioj T r m l i s g 
• 1375-73 m f, k 1,500 3,000-S,000 15,000-20,000 3,200-5,0 
(Phjsicil 
Kdocit.) 
B 18T«-80 ITCg f, G 2,200-4,000 — 18,000-24,000 3,500(197i 
(Kducttioa ( 1”” 
P 塞 yclJ.l 24,000-36,000 5,500( 1981 
(19801 
C 丨 f, k T,000-8,000 4,000-S,000 SO.OOO-SO.OOO 000-5,0( 
(Pilot 
Pitholofj) 
D ⑴ I T C g F, G 5,000 … 24.000-36,000 3,200-5,2( 
(Art & 
Desifa) 
K 19TS-S2 爾TC2 F. S, SJ 1 ,000 … 24.000 5,700( 1982 
(Pijcbol.) 
P 丨 ， K T O ？, A 3,000-5,000 6,500-7,000 25,000 5,200(1979 
6.000( 1983 
® 丨 则 i m i P, S 3,500-5,500 S,800-8,000 30.000 5,500-6,50 
丄•••:•":」:……"•二 :」:••"• 4’。。M’。。。 … 3s’。。o _.7’。。 
扉ot« : ITU - ntiooil Tiina Oiiferiity ITCE • IttioBti T t i m College of gducttioo 
[ • A - “•i^Uatihip G - Tiiua (Joveraieat S • ScboUrihip SJ • Sa n e r Job 
T M r e h a f Coiti - By lir is ecoaoiic Mtara ticket. 
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As indicated in the above table, it is estimated that the 
living costs of a Hong Kong student in Taiwan would be as follows: 
Table E5 Cost-of-living in Taiwan 
per Annuji (HK $) 
_ — ••冊•爆藝 
！！!! 1975/76 1980/81 1985/86 




Traveling Expenses of Hong KoDg Students 
The traveling expenses usually refer to single air ticket of 
new entrants in econoiy fare to the destination place. The exact 
locations of students' universities are in different regions of the 
hoated countries. In the present infonation, it is not enough to 
identify the exact location of the individuals. It is sinply assuned 
the average traveling expenses fron Hong Kong to the following cities 
AS the final destinations of individual countries : (1) Britain -
London, (2) Australia - Sydney, (3) Canada - Vancouver and Toronto, 
⑷ U.S.A. - San Pransico and New York, and (5) Taiwan - Taipei. For 
Canada and U.S.A., it is further assuned the traveling expenses as the 
•ean value fro« Hong Kong to Vancouver and To ton to, to San Fransico 
and New York respectively. 
Table F 1 Travelling Expenses froa Hong Kong 
to Five Hosted Countries, 
1975/76 to 1985/86 (HR$) 
Year U.K. Canada Australia U.S.A. Taiwan 
1985/86 2,650 3,325 2,800 2,675 800 
2,300 3.150 2,800 2,465 800 
lliy^lt 2,150 2,550 2,300 2,450 700 
^f2/83 2,100 2,375 2,200 2,125 700 
1981/82 1,950 2,125 2,050 2,100 680 
1980/81 1,950 2,125 2,050 1,975 680 
1979/80 1,800 2,000 2,000 1,975 600 
llllill 1，800 1,990 2.000 1,950 600 
\lllill 1，650 1,990 2,000 1.900 600 
llllill 1’650 1,975 1,900 2,100 550 
_1975/76 1,600 1,925 2,000 1,925 550 
Sources : Sing Tao Jih Pao 
Note : The prices of the airfare are esti.ated on Septe.ber 
of each year. 
To convert the traveling expenses froa Hong Kong dollar to 
different currencies in different years, the following exchange rates 
will be used : 
Table F 2 Exchange Rates 
(Hong Kong Dollar per unit of Foreign Currency) 
l/lc Canada Australia USA Taiwan 
_ (X) (CNS) (A$) (USS) (NTS) 
1985 11.27 5.60 5.34 7.811 0.189 一 — 
1980 12.27 4.32 6.06 5.130 0.137 
1975 10.21 4.96 6.32 5.035 0.133 




Enrollaents and Expenditure of Hong Kong Universities 
As noted in the UPGC reports, Government policy for expansion 
and development of student annual growth rate at two universities was 
around 42 over the period froa 1972 to 1987 (UPGC reports 1974 para 
18, 1980 para 11-14), in which the opportunities to conaence at the 
first-degree level of the mean nuaber in the 17-20 year old age group 
in 1982 was 2.4X, then increased to 4.82 in 1986. 
Table G 1 Total Enrolaents and Nuaber of 
New Entrants of First-degree 
Courses in Hong Kong University 
1974/75 to 1985/86 
Year Total Enrolment New Entrants 
1985/86 10,893 3,209 
1984/85 12,372 3,083 
1983/84 9,847 2,933 
1982/83 9,379 2,884 
1981/82 9,046 2,672 
1980/81 8,950 • 2,612 
1979/80 8,623 2,439 
1978/79 8,362 2,548 
1977/78 7,853 2,293 
1976/77 7,267 2,262 
1975/76 6,913 2,114 
1974/75 6,409 2,083 
Source : LJPGC Report various editions 
In 1974/75, the recurrent expenditure of both universities 
waa HKS 157.08 •illion, and then steadily increased to RKS 1052.86 
•illion in 1985/86. Capital grants are considered for caapua 
developaent at the institutions of higher education. Details of 
recurrent expenditures and capital grants of two universities 
appeared in the following table. 
Table G 2 Recurrent Expenditure and Capital 
Grant of Hong Kong Universities, 
1974/75 to 1985/86 (HK$ •illion) 
Year Recurrent Capital 
« 
1985/86 1,052.86 139.34 
1984/85 847.80 160.00 
1983/84 845.70 137.05 
1982/83 749.70 113.76 
1981/82 573.20 122.25 
1980/81 453.16 138.77 
1979/78 330.91 96.02 
1978/79 268.00 54.03 
1977/78 257.70 8.47 
1976/77 197.68 8.14 
1975/76 161.50 26.93 
1974/75 157.08 22.11 
Sources : VPQC Reporta various editions 
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